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. Tbis is !he first of two ~ONFID~NTIAL articles prepared to acquajnl electronics personnel with tbe progress 
bemg made. 111 the .field of gutded mtmle. control. This disc~t!sion is aimed a/ disseminating general information 
on :be s11b~ec/ eq!11pme!71: T he s~con~l art1cle wdl be a /ecb111cal discussion of the individual components of the 
subject eqmpmenl. The mformatton ts from a 1·epor1 prepared by the Equipment Researcb Bra11ch of the Naval 
Research Laboratory. 

Introduction 
It has become increasingly evident that the guided 

missile will be one of the most important weapons of 

the future. The U .S. Navy has consequently undertaken 
an extensive research and development program in the 

guided missile field. One Navy project now in an ad
vanced stage of development is the "Lark", a jet
propelled, subsonic-speed bird designed for radar-beam 
guidance. The Equipment Research Branch of the Naval 
Research Laboratory, headed by M r. Peter Waterman, 
has been responsible for development of the mid-course 
guidance system fo r Lark. T he system includes an 
automatic- target-tracking and missi le-guiding surface 
radar. Two prototype vers ions of this radar have been 
under concurrent development at NRL. These arc the 

ground Lark SP- lM (figure 1) (des ignated ANj 
M PQ- 5) and the shipborne Lark SP (designated AN/ 

SPQ- 2) radars. 

The Lark SP- lM is now operating at the Naval Ord
nance Test Station, Inyokern, California, while the Lark 
SP is in operation at the NRL Chesapeake Bay Annex. 
A contract has been let by the Bureau of Aeronautics for 
commercial construction of two duplicates of the Lark 

SP- 1 M. A second contract, sponsored by the Bureau 

of Ships, has been let for the duplication of the Lark 
SP for shipborne use on the USS Nor/on Sound ( A V-
11). In addition the U.S. Ai r Force is currently consid

ering the negotiation of a contract covering the con

struction of one unit of the Lark SP- lM system. 
The guidance system for the Lark missile w ill con

sist of an automatic tracking radar, which t ransmits in
format ion in the radar beam suitable for in terpretation 
by a missile flying in the beam so that the missi le can 
fly under control to the target; a missi le or missi les con
taining su itable control equipment to guide the missile 
along the tracking beam ; and a homing and comput ing 

mechan ism in the miss ile automatically function ing at a 

predetermined range from the target to transfer cont ro l 

of the missile flight from the su rface radar to the 

homing radar. The homing radar g uides the missil e on 

a collision rather than a beam-riding course. To ac

complish the object ives necessary in this project numer

ous investigations and tests were conducted . These 

principally included: Tactical considerations; Spectrum 

analyses of frequencies contained in the trajectories of 

interest; Servo bandwidth requirements ; Propagation 

of electromagnetic waves th rough propellant gases ; Re
Aection, attenuation and modulation of the control I ine; 
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Noise dispersion; Receiver design and construction; 
Missile flight stability ; Airframe response characteristics ; 
Auto-pilot and control response characteristics; and 
specifi cations for and studies re lated to a lternate con
t rol systems. Procedures, techniques and instrumentation 
have been developed for testing and evaluation of the 
system. 

Although specifically covering the Lark SP- lM, the 
material in this discussion applies in general also to the 
Lark SP radar. The Lark SP is the shipborne counter
part of the vehicle-mounted Lark SP- lM, built by the 
Naval Research Laboratory. T he radars are functionally 
identical, the principal differences being in the inclusion 
of correct ion for own ship's -course, a stable element, 
and a third (cross level) antenna axis in the Lark SP. 

Initial Lark Guidance Specifications 
The Bureau of Aeronautics specifications required 

that control of the miss ile be effective over a range of 
90,000 yards and to an altitude of at least 40,000 feet. 
T11e Lark missile is intended to attack an approaching 
enemy aircraf t capable of making a speed of 300 knots 
and capable of executing 3g turns. Two versions of the 
missi le are under development: The XSAM- N-2 Lark 
(KAQ- 1) , designed and manu factured by the Fairchild 
Pilotless Plane Division; and the XSAM- N-4 Lark 
(KAY - 1) , desig ned and manufactured by the Con
solidated-Vultee Aircraft Co. The target is assumed to 
have a radar refl ecting area approximately equivalent to 
that of a medium bomber. 

The requirements indicated above place certain re
strictions upon the performance of the surface radar to 
be used . Moreover the initial time limi tation precluded 
the design and development of a new type radar and 
suggested the modificat ion of an existing radar. T11e 
radar must be capable of detecting and aLJtomatica lly 
tracking a target to 45 nautical miles in range. I t must 
be provided with stabilization against roll and pitch, and 
with facilities for transmitting coordinate information 
to the missile using the regular radar transmi tter. A 
further restriction was that the normal functions of the 
radar should not be adversely affected by the new ap
plications. A study of existing sh ipborne radars indi
cated that the SP Fighter Director and Search Radar 
would give the desired detection range; that the pro
visions for stabi lization had been incorporated in the 
mount; that this radar was installed on Naval carrier 
vessels; and that it was practicable to modify the SP 
so as to provide the required automatic tracking and 
missi le gu idance funct ions without sacrifice of any of 
the original functions of the radar. Another factor fa
voring the selection of tJ1e SP was the existence of the 
SP 1M mobile counterpart which cou ld be modified for 
field test application. For these reasons, although the 
required modifications were extensive, the SP and SP
lM radars were selected for use in the Lark p rogram. 

Design Considerations 
The performance requirements for the ground radar, 

listed in the preceding paragraph, have been expanded 
in the actual design of the Lark SP-lM radar to permit 
broader application of the equipment than the prob
lem specifications require. Because the development of 
missile guidance equipment by the D epartment of De
fense is progressing rapid ly, it was considered that 
the design of a guidance system for the Lark missile 
should anticipate some of the future requi rements of an 
operational anti-aircraft missile guidance system. I t was 
considered desirable, for example, that the SP and SP
lM equipments be modified so as to be adaptable for 
command as well as for beam-rider guidance. Such an 
extension in usefulness of the equipment would mainly 
require provision for automatic tracking of the missile 
as well as of the ta rget. Missile t racking was further de
sirable so that data on missile range and position with 
respect to radar line of sight ~ould be obtained and 
recorded. The need fo r measurement of target and 
missile positions and rates and of the time relation be
tween data recorded at the Lark SP- lM and that re
corded by other field test activities, and the need for 
a record of the mode of operation bei ng applied at 
various times and of communication between the opera
tors of all ground equipment, made it desirable to in
clude a complete data taking and recording section. 
Optical tracking of the target or missile, with provision 
for control of antenna position from an optical tracking 
stand, was also considered desirable. A computer that 
would generate simul ated target courses and rates, thus 
permitting displacement of the rada r antenna as a func
tion of theoretical target motion, was d eemed useful in 
field test operations, as a substitute for real ta rgets and 
to permit repetition of identical runs for comparison 
purposes. Pe rfo rmance o f the tracking servos is p re
dicted upon supersonic target and missile speeds. Mini
mum radar performance requirements for angle t racking 
were determined by expected tactical target maneuvers. 
Minimum requ irements for range track ing were deter
mined by expected tactical missile velocity capabilities, 
since the missi le wi ll normally be moving direct ly away 
from the tracking rada r, and be capable o f a greater 
speed than the target. Since Naval carrier vessels a l
ready are equipped with the SP radar, an important d e
sign consideration was to minimize the difficul ty of 
modifying these equipments for automatic tracking and 
missile g uidance with the components developed in 
connection with this redesign. Th is consiJeration made 
it desirable that the chass is of the two systems be as 
nearly in terchangeable as possible and that cabling and 
other changes, to convert an SP radar in to a Lark SP, 
be minimized. 

Many of the physical components of the original SP 
and SP 1M equipments were unsu itable for the miss ile 

guidance purposes. The original systems used a spark 
gap modulator for keying the transmit ter. T his modu
lator was unsu itable for pulse-time modulation for 
missile reference use and was replaced with a hydrogen 
thyratron modulator. The original SP- t M anten na 
mount was found to be statically unbalanced and was 
accordingly 'modified. The SP-lM equipment trailer, 
which was not sufficiently rigid, was further stabilized. 
The original nutator (scanner) was replaced with a 
redesigned nu tato r taken from an SCR-615 B radar 
equipment. Antenna polarization was changed from 
horizontal to vertical to take advantage of the resulting 
reduced di rect su rface reflection (an important factor 
in using the radar for control) and to simplify the de
sign of the missile antennas. T he beam cross-over (two
way) was changed from its original 0.45 db down to 
approximately 3.0 db down with a two-degree squint 
ang le . T his cross-over point had been determined as 
optimum by theoretical analysis. 

The Lark miss ile has an effective radar cross section 
of about 0.07 square meter area at the tail aspect. for 
command guidance, and for field test of beam-rider 
gu idance, it was desi rable to track the missile out to its 
maximum range. It was therefore necessary that the 

The LARK in launching 
position. 

miss ile carry a beacon. The beacon is operated at a 
frequency slightly different from the S-band SP trans
mission frequency so that a missi le beacon receiver is 
provided. In addition, a missile range unit and coordi
nate detector are requ ired to allow simultaneous tra~
ing of both the target echo and the missile beacon Sig
nals. 

Modifications of the SP and SP- lM radars have been 
extens ive. The operational usefulness of the radars as 
search and lighter director equipments has not been 
compromised by the inclusion in their signal transmission 
of the intelligence req uired for missile guidance. On 
the contrary, the original radars have been appre.cia~l}' 
improved by the addition of automatic tracking arcutts 
and the redesign and add ition of improved radar and 
servo circuitry. T he system, as now const ituted, not 
on ly supplies missile guidance intelligence to an air
borne receiver, but also provides instrumentation for 
the record ing of data useful to the anai)'Sis of missile 
flight performance and of guidance control. Table 1, 
which fa llows, summarizes the minimum design require
ments for the Lark SP 1M radar. The requirements 
for the Lark SP .trc identical except for the inclusion 
of stabi lization quantities. Certain assemblies of the 
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Lark SP were developed after evaluation of similar 
L ark SP- lM assemblies, and have th erefore, improved 
performance andj or extended range. 

TABLE 1 

MINIMUM PERFORMANCE AND 

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE LARK SP- lM 

Control of Equipment 

Transmitter 
Peak Power 
Pulse Repeti tion Rate 

Pulse Length 
Antenna 

Gain 
Beam Width 
First Side Lobe (two way ) 
Squint Angle 
Crossover (two way) 
D ish Diameter 
Search Scan 
1 utator can 

Receiver (Target and Missile) 
Noise FactOr 
Gain {I-F srages ) 
Bandwidth 
AGC 
J-F Gating 
AFC (.Missi le) 
AFC {Target) 

Range Units (Target and l\lis
sile) 

Maximum 

Minimum 
Accuracy of Timing Circuit 

Automatic Range Following 

l\ lanua l Position Gear Rat io 
Automatic Position lew 
Maximum Range Rate for 

Tracking 
Range Synchro Tmnsmissi<"n 

Bandwidth 

Optical Trackmg Stand (Tar,cet 
tnnng tation ) 

1\:umhe:r of Axes 
Error for Bearing and Ele

vatiOn Input 
Fit:IJ of View 
Po.,ition, Rate:, and Slew 

Control of Anrcnna 
Mount 

Position Control 

PPJ Untt 
Swee:p Ranges 

Swe:e:p Markers 

Handcrank f ollowing Lrror 

Antenna Pcdbtal 
Mount Posiuon Srnchro 

Transmt~swn 

Slew VdoCit)'- Elt:vation & 
Be:aring 

Tr:tcking Accuracy (Auto
matic 111 Ele:vation ) 

Complete control from radar 
console. 

700 kw 
Controllable 3 50-850 pps 

(nominal 576 pps) 
1 microsecond 

35 db 
30 
21 db down 

3 db down 
8 feet 
6 rpm 
24 cps 

less thrrn 15 db 
140 db 
2.2 l\fc 
7 stages 
Provided 
Provided 
Provided 

Dials calibrated to I 00,000 
l'ards 

300 yards 
10 y:t rds (with calibration 5 

yds.) 
l\r[ax. Error + 5 yds outgoing 

750 yds/sec' ( 3000 knots 
steady state error + 5 )'ds.) 

2 50 yds./ rev. 
10.000 yds/ sec. 
4500 knot~ 

1000 yds/ rev. and 100.000 
yds/ rcv. (alternate speeds 
require gear substitution) 

S<:lectable, 12.0 or 1.2 radians 
per sec. 

Acquisition and Optical 1\loni-

Two 
0.1° at 10°/sec. (E= 0 

) 
100 ,0 

Bt:aring and elevation 

3 ° per hand wheel re:volution 
{no zero fre:q. stiffne:ss ) 

( 4, 20, 50, 100, and 200 
miks) 

(1 , 5, 10, 20, and 50 miles) 

() 

24 

(Train-! speed and 36 
speed; Ele:vation- 2 speed 
and 36 ~pe:e:d ) . 

)6° / sec. 
.. 

E 0 in () in 
= - + -- (Approx ) 

100 10 
independent of elevation 
anl!le. 

Tracking Accuracy (AutO· 
matic in Horizonta l 
Plane) 

Radial rms Error (Small 
Targets) 

Data Recording Uni t 
Synchro Following Error 
Missile and Target " R'.' 

Scope 
Sound Recorder 

Power Sources and Require
ments 

Communications Equipment 
Heig~1t ~inding (Target) 
VentilatiOn, Heating and 

Cooling 
Blowers 
Refrigerating Units 
Heating Units 

Spare Parts 
Operating Personnel 
Test Equipment 
l\lodes of Operation 

' G e ne ral Description 

.. 
E = 8 in + H in X secant 

100 10 
of elevation angle ( Approx) 

1 mi l. 

Static 0.2° 
Provided 

Provided 
Either self-contained or ex

ternal 11 0-volt, 3-phase, 60-
cycle, 7kva. 

VHF, UHF, phone intercom 
Provision fo r 

W here required 
2 external 2-ton uni ts 
Provision for 
1007'o of essent ial parts 
:Maximum ), minimum 2 
Suppl ied where necessary 
Automatic (in 3 coordinates 

for target or missi le) 
1\lanual (:n console and at 

telescope) 
Computer (Target motion 

simulator) 

The Lark SP- lM radar beam is conically scan ned at 
24 cycles per second and for beam rider guid ance pur

poses may be pulse-time m odu lated at the scanning fre
quency. Guidance in tel ligence needed to maintain the 
missi le on a course along the beam requires measurem ent 
a~ the missi le o f both the ampli tude and the angle of 
d isplacement. Error ampli tude (distance from beam 
axis ) is determ ined by measu rement of the amplitude 
modulation of the received radar sig n al. The amp li tude 
modulation is a linear function, w ithin limits, of d is
placement distance from the beam center. Pulse- repeti
tion-frequency modulation at the scan frequency pro
vides a reference sig nal for the m easurement of ang ular 
displacement of the missile from a zero re ference. (The 
Lark SP- IM radar system is shown in abbreviated block 
form in F igure 2, while the origin al, unmodified SP- lM 
rad ar is shown in Figure 3. ) 

The bas ic timing frequency for range is establis hed 
by a 164-kc crysta l oscillator in th e target range u nit. The 
range unit provides one-microsecond transmitter-keyer 
pulses to the modu lator at an average f requency of 576 
pps. T he time between transmitter-keye r p u lses is modu
lated at 24 cps by the antenn a lobing reference genera
Lor. Trigger pulses for the A and R scope indicators, 

an.d a range gate (whose time de lay from the trans

~t tter-keyer pulse is variable and accurate !}' ca librated 
m .range on the range d ial ) a lso orig inate in the range 
un1t. The transmitte r-keyer pulse t riggers the hydrogen 
thyratron modulator w h ich in turn keys the magnetron at 
approximately 576 pps. The r-f energy is t ransmitted 
through waveg uide, TR circuits, A TR circuits, and th e 
an tenna which is nutated at 24 cps. Energy r eflected 
from the target impinges on the antenna, passes to the 
target receiver where it is amplified and d emodulated 
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The LARK CONTROL SYSTE10 set up for operation. 

to give video pu lses. The pu lses are separated into two 
channels, gated and ungated video. The ungated video 
serves to present a ll objects within the an tenna beam 
width on the PPI scope and the target A and R scopes. 
The gated v ideo contains only those echo pulses wh ich 
occur at the same time as the range gate. The gat~d 
video pulses are supplied to the range and coordinate 
d etectors which produce error signals fo r driving the 
range, train, and e levation servos and for operating the 

cross-pointer meters. 
Since the frequency of the beacon reply sig nal from 

the m iss ile differs from the radar frequency by ap
prox imate ly 55 to 105 megacycles, tJ1e beacon signals 
are not received by the target receiver. Consequen tly, 
a separate beacon local oscillator and receive r ch anne l is 
provided to convert the beacon sig na l to the 30-
megacycle i.f. T he sig na l passes throug h i-f and video 
channels which a re iden tica l to those in the target re
ceiver. U ngated video is disp layed on the missile A 
and R scopes wh ile gated video is again supplied to 
range and coord inate detectors. The missile range and 
coord inate detectors are identical to those in the target 
channel. The train and e levation error s ignals (rom 
the coord inate detectors are used to operate cross

pointer m eters or, depending on the mode o f operation, 
may be used to control the antenna for automatic track

ing of the miss ile. T he range e rror signal operates the 
range servo system o f the missile range unit. The output 
of either the missile or the target receiver may be used 
to control the an tenna. The ta rget and miss ile rang ing 
systems are identical, except for the inclusion of a 

heigh t finding poten tiomete r in the target range unit. 
Normally the target range unit s upplies the 164-kc 
timing signal to the m iss ile range unit, and the trans
mitter-keyer pulse output from the m iss ile range unit 
is not used. 

Major Units 
The major units of t he Lark SP- lM radar equipment 

are listed in T able 2 w h ich fo llows. The N RL unit 
number (Column 2) in T able 2 indicates the first digits 
of the numerical series of reference symbols used for 
componen t designation in that u n it. This numerical 
iden tifi cation system is applied throug h ou t to designate 
sch ematic diagrams, parts, etc. For example, R-3301 
would be a res istor in the d-e Servo Amplifier Unit, 

Unit 3300. 
TABLE 2 

MAJOR UNITS 

Ty pe Designation 

CG-20ACQ 
(Navy, 
Modified) 

:'\amc of U nit 

lOOT Target Receiver Unit 

1001\f l\lissile Receiver Unit 

3001\1 l\lissile Range Unit 

300T Target Range Unit 

500 

600 

700 

800 

Main Power Unit 

S)'nchronizer and l\li ssile 
Coordinate Detector Unit 

Auxilia ry Power Unit 

PPl Unit 

CDY-20ACP 900 High Voltage Power Unit 
(Navy, 
l\!od ified) 

IOOOT 

10001\f 

1200 

noo 

1400 

1500 

1600 

1700 

1800 

Tar)!et Indicator Unit 

lllissilc Indicator Unit 

T.trgct and lllanual Coordinate 
Detector Unit 

Target :tnd ll lissile Range _De
tector and ervo Amplifier 
Unit 

Power Control Uni t 

System Control Switching Unit 

Handcrank ervo Ampl ifie r 
Uni t and Telescope Servo 
Preamplifier Unit 

Target l oca l Oscillator Pre
amplifier Unit 

Telescope f inal Amplifier 
Unit ant! Tcl<:scope Ampli· 
licr Pow~:r Unit 

I L oca· 
tion• 

OT 

OT 

OT 

OT 

OT 

OT 

OT 

OT 

OT 

OT 

OT 

OT 

OT 

OT 

OT 

OT 

ET 

OT 

I 
:woo 
2'>00 

Tr.tn,mitter ET 

H yd rogen Th)•ratron l\lodu- 1 ET 
lator Unit 

• ET'- Equillmcllt 'Trail c.: r : OT Opt: r:uions T rader 
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FIGURE I - Artists sketch 
showing typical arrangeme nt 
of the Lark SP-1 M Guided 
Missile Control System trucks, 
trailers, e tc. for field opera
tions. 

COMMUNICATIONS 
AtiTENNA 

MAS T 

Type D esignation 

Xamc of Unit 

Army-Xavy ;'\ RL 

2400 D-C Motor Generator and 
Power Filter Unit 

2500 Modulator Variac Control Unit 

2600 H andcrank Isolation Relay 
Unit 

2700 Reference Voltage D istribu-
tion Unit 

2800 1 !issile Cross-Pointer Meter 
Unit 

2900 D -C V oltage Regulato r Un it 

3000 Antenna Un it 

3200 Antenna Control Unit 

3300 D-C Servo Amplifier Unit 

3400 D-C Servo Amplifier Power 
Unit 

3500 D-C Servo Equalizer Unit 

'\600 Synchro Capacitor Un it 

3800 Simulated Target Programmer 

4200 Missile Oscil lator Preamplifier 
Power Supply 

4)00 Missi le Oscillato r Preampli-
fier Unit 

4400 Standing Wave Ampli fie r 

470:) Echo Box 

4900 Power Distribution Panel 

5000 15-kw Gasoline Engine Alter-
natc r 

5100 Cable Panel , Equipment 
Traile r 

'i I ~0 Cable Panel, Operations 
Traile r 

y;oo Power Unit PEL37 

CAJH 10306 ~4.Hl Dehumid ifie r Units 
(Navy, 
Modified) 

Loca
tion• 

ET 

ET 

OT 

OT 

OT 

OT 

ET 

ET 

ET 

ET 

ET 

ET 

OT 

ET 

ET 

ET 

ET 

ET 

ET 

ET 

OT 

Type Designat ion 

:\amc of U nit 
Loca
tion• 

Army-~·hwy !\ RL 

CAH U-10305 5500 Spare Parts Trai ler 
(NaV)', 
Modified) 

6200 

6300 

CAHU-10301 7 100 

Keep-Alive Power Supply 

D-C Relay Box 

Equipment Trailer 

ET 

ET 

ET 
(Navy, 
Modified) 

CAHU-1 0302 7200 Operations Trai le r OT 
• ( Navy, 

Modified) 

8100 D ial Box Unit OT 

8200 Camera Control Unit OT 

S400 Time Comparator U ni t OT 

8500 Remote Range Indicator Unit OT 

8600 Commutator Unit OT 

9 100 Telescope U n it OT 

Model B- AVE Sound Reco rder OT 

Model 
TCS- 12 

Model 
SCR-624A 
(Army ) 

Model 
BD-72 B 
(Army) 

CRB-23367 
( Navy ) 

4850 

4850 

4850 

4S50 

Radio Equipment (Communi- OT 
cations) VHF 

Radi o Equipment (Communi- OT 
cations) VHF ( 4 channels) 

Telephone Switchboard OT 

Selector Control Units ( 2 ) OT 

• ET l_~quipment Tr:l ilc.: r: OT- Opcrations Traile r 

Equipment Trailer 
The Lark SP- lM Equipment Trailer, U ni t 7100, is a 

modified Navy Type CAHU- 10301 Trailer. This t railer 
contai ns equipment primarily associated with the trans
mission of the radar signal and w ith the antenna servo 
drive system. 

, 

T he trailer also includes a work bench, a tool cabinet, 
heating and cooli ng equipment and a type 224A D umont 
Oscilloscope. T he tra iler is equipped with outrigger 
and supporting jacks for minimizing vibration during 
operation. Storage space for these devices is available 

in the trailer. 

M otor-Generafor Sets 

The 15-kw Gasoline Engine Alternator is a standby 
electrical power source, used in normal operation only 
to drive the cooling units . The generator has a 3-phase 
60-cycle output of 15 kilowatts at 110 volts . The d-e 
motor-generator set has an output of +420 volts at 
7.2 amperes current capacity. It 1s used as the d -e 
supply for many units of the radar system. T he com
pound-wound motor-generator set is controlled f rom a 
relay box (Unit 6300) ·which contains the required 
relays for starting, running and stopping the unit. A 
power filter is provided to remove brush and other 
noise in the motor-generator output. Th is uni t con
tains about 200 microfarads of capacitive filtering. 

Transmitter Section 

The M issile Oscillator Pre-Amplifier Power Supply 
consists of a four-tube voltage regulator which p rovides 
the following regulated d-e voltages: + 300, -150 and 
-250 volts. The power supply derives its positive and 
negative d-e inputs from the d -e motor-generator and 
power fil ter (Unit 2400) and the modula tor vartac 
control (Unit 2500) respectively. The signal input 
to the M issile Oscillator Pre-Amplifier is a 30-Mc i-f 
sig nal from the converter in the antenna waveguide. 
A second input to this unit is an automatic frequency 
control voltage from the M issi le Receiver. The pre
amplifier unit increases the i-f signal level for trans
mission via coaxial cable to the missile receiver located 
in the Operations Trailer. T his unit contains the 2K-28 
K lystron local oscillator for the missile channel con
verter. The Local Oscillator Pre-Amplifier ampli fies at 
intermediate frequency an input signa l derived from 
the crystal mixer tn the waveguide. T hree stages of 
i-f gain are appl ied . The output is fed via coa..'Xial cable 
to the Target Receiver in the Operations Trailer. The 
2K-28 K lystron local oscillator for the target channel 
converter and automatic f requency control circuits are 
also contained in th is un it. T he Standing Wave Ampl i
fier is a vacuum tube detector and amplifier whid1 is 
used for making stand ing wave ratio measurements. Its 
input is a signal p icked up by a movable probe in the 
output waveguide. The K eep-Alive Power Supply IS 

located in the top section of the transm itter cabinet and 
provides 900 volts d.c. to pre-ionize the missile and 
target TR tubes. 

Pulse modulation of the transmitted signal is effected 
by the Hydrogen Thyratron Modu lator. The unit re
ceives a pulse-time modulated synch ron izing pulse f rom 

the range unit. T his pu lse is shaped and used to trigger 
a pair of hydrogen thyratron tubes connected in series 
across the usual pulse formi ng delay line. The modulator 
supplies transmitter keyer pulses of about one microsec
ond duration and at about 8000 volts amplitude. These 
pulses are sent to the transmitter via a high voltage co
a..'Xial cable. Upon receipt of the pulses from the modu
lator, the transmitter unit power transformer amplifies 
the 8000 volts to about 22,000 volts and applies them 
to the magnetron. 

The Lark SP and Lark SP-lM Radars are both 
equipped with an 8 -foot antenna reflector dish. The 
Lark SP-1M dish is truncated at the top and bottom 
to facilitate trailer stowing. Additional sections to com
plete the circular periphery of the dish are added when 
the radar IS m use. Antenna position intelligence is 
transmitted by 1-speed and 36-speed synchro generators 
for train and by 2-speed and 36-speed synchro genera
tors for elevation. Additional 36-speed train and eleva
tion synchros are provided for transmission of data to 
the D ata Recording Unit. The antenna can be slewed 
in elevation and train at 36 degrees per second ; the 
servo transmission bandwidth in train and elevation is 
40 radians per second for handcrank input. The An
tenna Unit is mounted on an elevator platform located 
111 the Equipment Trailer. The unit consists of the 
mount proper and its drive motors, synchros, and 
tachometers; an 8-foot reflector, a nutating mechanism, 
an offset boresighting telescope, and two tracking 
cameras. The unit may be raised for use, or lowered 
for stowage and transport, by the elevator mechanism. 
The remaining uni ts such as Antenna Control Unit, d-e 
Servo Amplifier Uni t, d-e Servo Amplifier Power Unit, 
d-e Servo Equalizer Unit, and the Synchro Capacitor 
Unit act as ad juncts to the antenna control functions 

such as rotation, elevation and train . 
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FIGURE 2-Brief functional 

block d iagra m of the Lark 
SP- 1 M Guided Missile Con
trol System. 

Operations Trailer 
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The Operations T raile r is a N avy Type CAHU-10302 

T railer, as modified by the Naval Research Laboratory. 

T his trailer contains all equipmen t necessary for operat

ing the Lark SP- lM Radar Equipment. This t railer 

has a body similar to that of the Equipment Trailer, 

and is designed as the control center. A telescope dome 

has been insta lled in the trailer roof to maintain a 

closed system for air conditioning. A heating and cool

ing system is also provided . The trailer has been 

stabilized to maintain collimation between the optical 

handstand and the antenna vertical axes, and to minimize 

vibration when the equipment is in operation. 

Console Assembly 

A normal complement of three operators at the con

sole assembly con trols the operation of the radar equip

ment. These are Target Range, M issile Range, and PPI 

operators. Elemen ts of the console are described in the 

following paragraphs. 

The System Control Switching Unit is located above 

the center bay of the console assembly. Through selector 

switches, this unit permits the operators to select any of 

the several modes of operation. The principal modes of 

tracking operation are as follows : Manual through 

handcranks on the operating console, or hand contro ls 

on the telescope unit; Automatic radar tracking of either 

missile or target; Computer, by introduction of simu

lated target or missile course through a computing de

vice. The computer, which is used for test purposes, 

causes automatic displacement of the radar beam at 

expected tactical rates, as if the beam were actually 

tracking a target. Switches are provided for '' local," 

"computer," or ''telescope" operation and for automatic 

tracking in train or elevation or both; for starting and 

stopping c:1me:ras in the data recordi ng unit; for caus

ing .1 marker to he placed in the recording fi lm; and 
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for tu rn ing on and off the p ulse-time modu lation . Switch 

positions a re indicated by lights located on the switch

ing uni t and in the data recording section. 

The Target Receiver ampl ifi es and detects the i-f 

signals from the target oscillator preamplifier and p ro

vides video signals at its output term inals. 1-f amp lifica

tion is performed in two channels, one o f w hich is 

gated and the other ungated. The range gate is re

ceived from the target range un it, is shaped, and sup

p lied to the portion of the i-f channel which performs 

the gating. Both gated and ungated video a re ava ilable 

f rom cathode fo llower output stages for use in such 

units as the Target Indicator, the Remote Range Indi 

cat ing Uni t, the T arget and M anual Coordinate D e

tecto r, and the T arget Range Servo System. 

The Power Control U nit conta ins the switches, relay 

controls, and timing circuits necessary for applying 

power in the proper sequence to various units of the 

rada r system. It also contains two coaxial relays, con

troll ed from the System Control Switching U nit, which 

transfer antenna control between target and missile chan

nels. One of the coaxia l re lays permits control of the 

antenna by video from either the target or missile re

ceiver. T he video which is not being used to control 

the anten na is used to operate a cross-pointer meter. 

T he second coaxial relay is used to insure the proper 

application of automatic gain control voltages to the 

receivers. If this re lay were not provided the AGC 

voltage developed by one receiver would interact and 

vary the gain of the other receiver. 

T he Missile Receiver is identica l in most respects to 

the Target Receiver and performs similar funct ions, 

except that it contains an automatic f reguency control 

circuit for the local oscillator of the missile receiver 
channel. 

The Target and Missi le Indicator Units a re identica l. 

Each unit contains two fi ve-inch cathode-ray tubes on 

.. 

which are displayed, respectively, an " A" sweep of 

1 00,000 yards length and an "R" sweep consisting of 

the 2000-yard portion of the information displayed on 

the " A" sweep which contains the range gate and target 

( if any) being tracked. Each unit contains its own 

sweep generators. The sweep synchronizing signals are 

obtained f rom the ta rget or missile range unit. 

T he PPI, in add ition to the P PI tube, provides hand

cr~nks for manua l control of the antenna posi tion in 

train and in elevation . Each handcrank assembly in

cludes a servo motor and tachometer generator. In auto

matic operation each servo motor drives its handcrank 

to keep it in position with the antenna mount. Gradu

ated dials in.d icate the ordered mount position. The 

unit also contains a search position switch, operation of 

which provides continuous mount rotation in train 

for the presentation of radar search on the PPI tube. 

This uni t also contains a sine potentiometer connected 

to the elevation gear train. The voltage output from 

th is potentiometer may be used in conjunction with a 

slant-range voltage from the range unit to measure 

target heig ht for elevatic;m angles less than 30 degrees. 

The T arget and M issi1e Range Units are identical 

physically except for a height-find ing potentiometer 

contained in the Target Range Unit. These un its per

form the function of timing for the complete system. 

The basic t iming signal is derived by frequency divi

sion from a 164 -kc crystal oscillator in one of the units. 

T he f requency division is accomplished by gated block

ing oscillators which are synchronized with the output 

of the crysta l osci llator. Pulses are provided for timing 

the modulator and the ind icator uni ts and phase-shi fted 

pulses are p rovided for the gating circuits. The me

chanical section o f the range uni t contains the motors, 

gearing, and tachometers for the range servo system. 

A height-find ing potentiometer is installed in the Target 

Range Unit. This potentiometer has a voltage output 

d irectly proportional to the target range. As described 

in the preceding pa ragraph, this voltage may be used 

to compute the target height. 
T he Target and Missile Range D etector and Servo 

Amplifier contains a range detector which receives 

gated video and the range gate from the receiver. These 

inputs are arranged so that they feed circuits providing 

a d -e output voltage wh ich is proportional to the differ

ence between the actual ta rget range and the indicated 

range, and of a polarity which indicates whether the 

displacement direction is positive or negative. This 

voltage is applied to a balanced modulator producing a 

modulated 60-cycle carrier which is fed in to a servo 

amplifie r, amplified, and used to drive the range servo 

motors located in the mechanical section of the T arget 

and Missile Range Un it. T wo identical chass is are con

ta ined in the unit, one for missile and another for 

target tracking. 

The Target and Manual Coordinate Detector provides 

the error signals used to d rive the antenna and the 

manual control handcranks for either manual or auto

matic tracking operation. This unit consists of four 

coordinate detector circuits. One input signal is derived 

from the gated video from ei ther one of the radar re

ceivers as selected at the switching uni t. T he selected 

signal contains up-down and right-left posi tion intelli

gence. The other input signal is derived from the two

phase 24-cycle reference generator at the antenna. From 

these inputs two d-e voltages are generated for use as 

train and elevation control signals. The manual coordi

nate detectors receive their input signals from the hand 

crank synchros and from the synchro bus and develop 

d-e control signals for use by the amplidyne drive sys

tem. 
The Handcrank Servo Amplifier and Telescope Servo 

Amp lifier receives low-level error signals from the 

synchro control transformers located at each handcrank 

and amplifies these for use as a power control signal by 

the handcrank servo motors. The Telescope Servo Pre

amplifier similarly receives low-level synchro error sig

nals from the synchro control transformers located in 

the telescope stand. These signals are amplified and 

delivered to the Telescope Final Amplifier Unit. 

The Reference Voltage D istribution Unit derives its 

24-cycle input signal from the reference generator in 

the antenna mount by a 2-phase four-wire circuit. The 

distribution unit changes the impedance of this 2-phase 

24-cycle input for distribution to other parts of the 

radar system. The unit also contains a component re

solver which is used to shift t he phase of the reference 

voltage applied to the range unit for pulse-time modula

tion. The phase of this voltage is continuously variable 

through 360 degrees. 
The Missi le Cross-Pointer M eter Unit is located at 

the top of the right bay of the operations console. Its 

function is to indicate the elevation and train error for 

either the missile or the target depending on the mode 

of operation. This unit derives its error signals from 

the Synchronizer and Missile Coordinate Detector Unit. 

The Synchronizer and Missile Coordinator D etector Unit 

conta ins four synchronizing circuits which act as a 

switching unit bet ween fine and coarse control, and 

prevent false zeroing of the synchros of the antenna 

mount, the handcrank, and the telescope manual con

trols. For the elevation channel, coarse and fine speeds 

are two and thirty-six respectively, for the train channel 

they are one and thirty-s ix. \'<!hen the displacement 

between antenna position and handcrank position and 

between antenna position and telescope position is in 

excess of 2.5 degrees, the synchronizer unit causes these 

elements to realign at coarse speed; for errors less than 

2.5 degrees, alignment is accomplished at fine speed . 

The missile coordinate detector, contained in this unit, 

deli vers error signals to the Missile Cross-Pointer Meter. 
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Optical Tracking Equipment 

The Optical Tracking Equipment consists of the 
Telescope Unit, the Telescope Servo Preamplifier, the 
Telescope Final Amplifier and the Telescope Amplifier 
Power Unit. The Telescope Unit is a modified telescope 
unit from the Radar Mark 7 Mod 1. It contains the 
servo-drive and synchro units necessary to permit the 
telescope optics to follow the antenna position. Slew 
sight and slew knobs are provided for target acquisition, 
for continuous optical target tracking, and for rapid 
slewing of the antenna mount. Handwheels are provided 
for position control of the antenna mount. The unit 
may be used for manual-optical tracking and for bore
sighting the antenna dish. The Telescope Final Ampli
fier is located in the Operations Trailer opposite the 
console assembly. Its function is to amplify the signals 
received from the telescope preamplifier, and to deliver 
control power for the train and elevation servo motors 
located in the telescope stand. The telescope amplifier 
power unit provides the necessary plate voltage for the 
telescope final amplifier unit. 

Data Recording Section 

The recording equipment for the Lark SP-lM is 
arranged to record the following general data: Antenna 
present position information in train and elevation; 
Range information from both target and missile range· 
units; Target course generator outputs; Target and 
missile coordinate position on cross-pointer meters; 
Operation of various control switches; Target and missile 
video signals; All telephone and radio voice communi
cations; and time comparison of cine-theodolite shutter 
openings with local camera shutter openings. All data 
except voice communications are recorded on 16mm 
motion picture film. Voice communication is recorded 
by a disc-type sound recorder. 

The Dial Box Unit presents the following data: l
and 36-speed antenna train position, 2- and 36-speed 
antenna elevation position, 2 and 36-speed range data 
from the computer, 1000- and 100,000-yard-per-revolu
tion range data from the target and missile range units, 
cross-pointer meter indication in two coordinates show
ing target and missile deviation from radar line of 
sight. Also photographed with dial indications are six 
indicator lights which show switch positions on the 
System Control Switching Unit as follows: automatic 
elevation, automatic train, pulse-time modulation, com
puter time motor, computer and telescope. These data 
are recorded by a single 16mm motion picture camera 
synchronized with the tracking cameras by the Camera 
Control Unit. 

The operation of all cameras is controlled from the 
Camera Control Unit. All camera shutters are rotated 
by self-synchronous motors supplied with power from 
this unit. The unit triggers all synchronizing Bag lights. 

FIGURE 3-Functional block diagram of SP-1 M Radar 
before modification to Lark SP-1 M. 

These lights are mounted in 'each camera so that, when 
the lights are energized at the beginning of a run, the 
film will be fogged for a period of .five seconds. A 
synchronization point for all film is provided in this 
manner. Indicator lights in this unit will show continu
ity in flag light circuits by means of a bulb in series 
with each camera circuit. The unit includes a run-time 
clock which is mounted on the front panel, to indicate 
the length of camera runs. A synchronous motor con
tained in this unit drives through a gear box a 7G 
synchro generator which in turn supplies power to SG 
synchro motors driving the camera shutters. Various 
shutter speeds may be selected by changing the gear 
box ratio. Camera operation may be started either locally 
or by a remote control switch located on the System 
Control Switching Unit. 

Two input timing signals are received by the Time 
Comparator Unit. One of these originates at the test
range timing truck and indicates the periods during 
which the Askania cine-theodolite shutters are opened. 
(The theodolites and timing truck are not part of the 
Lark SP-lM equipment). The second input indicates 
the shutter time opening of all local cameras. Each input 
flashes a strobotron tube located behind slits which are 
on a common horizontal axis. The timing signals are 
photographed by a continuous strip camera and make 
it possible to compare the phase between the theodolite 
timing and the local shutter opening. 

Range sweeps from both the missile and the target 
range units are presented on a single scope tube in the 
Remote Range Indicator to provide a continuous record 
of signal variation, interfering targets, and range track
ing performance. On the right side of each sweep an 
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indicator light will show whether manual or automatic 
tracking of the signal appearing in the gate is in 
effect. At the left edge of each sweep is a second 
indicator light which indicates the video channel, target 
or missile, which is being used for automatic operation 

of the antenna. 
Communications Section 

Th~ Communications Section consists of a telephone 
switchboard, a medium-high-frequency radio equipment 
(TCS-12), a very-high-frequency radio equipment 
(SCR-624A), and associated selector control units. The 
telephone switchboard will connect all opera~ors. to 
provide individual or conference-type commumcation. 
Radio equipment TCS-12 consists of a radio receiver 
and transmitter, operating in the 1.5- to 12-Mc band. 
Radio equipment SCR-624A consists of a four-channel 
v-h-f transmitter and receiver, operating in the 100-

to 156-Mc band. Both are used for communication with 
aircraft and control centers. All speech received or trans
mitted via radio equipment is introduced into the tele
phone switchboard and can be monitored by all opera
tors and recorded on a sound recording instrument. This 
equipment is located so as to be under control of the 
operators at the console assembly. 

M isce/laneous 
A considerable number of additional units are required 

for the complete Lark SP-lM system. These include: 
Spare Parts Trailer; Dehumidifier Units; Power Unit 
PE137; Machine Shop and Timing Trucks; Test Equip
ment; Range Unit Bridge Adjuster; and a Nutator 

Phasing Unit. 
The Spare Parts Trailer is similar to the Operations 

and Equipment Trailers. It contains a complete set of 
spare parts for maintenance of the entire system. The 
parts are stowed in metal boxes racked in shelves along 
the sides of the trailer. 

The Dehumidifier Units are tran~portable air-condi
tioning systems which connect with flexible ducts to 
the Operations and Equipment Trailers. When in use, 
they reduce operating temperature and humidity, thus 
minimizing equipment failures and personnel fatigue. 
Each unit consists of a York refrigerating unit of two
ton capacity driven by a five-horsepower, 220-volt, 60-
cycle, three-phase motor. Transformers permit opera
tion on a 110-volt, 60-cycle three-phase supply. 

The power unit is a PE137-A type unit mounted on a 
type CCKW353 (Army) truck. This unit supplies all 
current required for the operation of the Lark SP-1M 
system. It is a portable, self-contained, gasoline electric 
power plant consisting of a four-cylinder gasoline 
engine connected to an alternating current generator. 
The generator is a 3-phase, 4-wire generator of the re
volving field type, rated at 120/208 volts, 60 cycles, 900 
rpm, 31.3 kva at SO% power factor. A transformer 
bank converts the output of the generator to a 3-wire 
3-phase supply. 

The test equipment supplied with the Lark SP-lM 
is listed in Table 3. All of the equipment except' the 
Range Unit Bridge Adjuster and the Nutator Phasing 
Unit is available commercially. The Range Unit Bridge 
Adjuster is a variable impedance device designed for 
coupling an oscilloscope to various terminals in the 
range units without loading the circuit whose wave
form is being monitored. It consists of cathode followers 
and a probe device. The Nutator Phasing Unit receives 
a 24-cycle signal from the reference generator. This 
signal is differentiated, amplified, and then used to key 
a General Radio Company "Strobolux" which in turn 
is used to illuminate the end of the nutating antenna. 
By means of this equipment it is possible to adjust the 
phase of the 24-cycle modulation voltage relative· to 
nutator position. 

TABLE 3 
TEST EQUIPMENT 

Type Designation 

TS-1S5B/UP 

TS-34/AP 

CPF60057 

CE-36 (Army) 

CTO 600-77 
(Navy) 

F9G 

Name of Unit 

UH~ Signal Generator Equipment 

Oscilloscope 

Portable Vacuum Tube Tester 

Test Equipment (for SCR-624) 

Junior Voltohmyst 

Volt-ohm-milliamc:ter 

Range Unit Bridge Adjuster 

Frequency Standard Unit 

Nutator Phasing Unit 
( Strobolux and Keyer) 

Synchro Test Unit 

Oscilloscope 

Instruction Book I Supplier 
I 

TM 11-26S7B ~-~~ Boonton Radio Corp. 

AN 08-3STS34-3 ' Western Elec. Company 

AN 08-40IE36-2 

NavAer 08-508-6 
-May 1944 

Precision Apparatus Co. 

Bendix Radio Corp. 

Radio Corp. of America 

Triplett Elec. Inst. Co. 

I NRL 

NRL 

NRL 

Ford Inst. Co. 

Dumont 
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MARl( v 
IFF/UNB SYSTEM 

Tbis is th e first in a series of CO NFIDE N TIAL descriptive and technical 
dismssiom 0 11 the Mark V IFFJ UN B System. The info rmation presented 
in this and s11bseq11ent articles on this s11bject is based on material contained 
in reports prepared by CommaJ](/ f!'r Operatio11al Development Force, U.S. 

A tlantic Fleet, and the Combined Research Group of the Naval Research 
Laboratory, Bellevue, D. C. 

In all the g reat m ilitary o rganizations and throughout 

the course of a ll major wars of history, the subject ot 
secu.rity and its application to the immed iate and p lanned 

s trategic and tactical maneuvers, has been of paramount 

importance. In the early days o f ou r modern civilization 

and on down through the pages of history, to the present 

time, each m ilita ry o rganization h as striven to prevent 

infiltration and surprise attack by utilizing some method 

of identifying f rie nd from foe. In the pu rsui t of this 

phase of mil itary super iority, great advances have been 

made--from the word of mouth cha llenge of the foot 

sold iers past and presen t to the latest in electronic de

vices which automat ically challenge an approaching air

craft o r vessel or othe r instrument of war bent on our 

destruction. With the advent of the e lect ron ic age, 

particu larly in the .fie ld of rad ar and other late develop

ments, it became imperative th at an o rg anization know 

t he identity of any object located in the im med iate 

vicinity, be that object in the air, on the g round, or on 

the sea. However, it was not enough to be aware of the 

intruder but also that the knowledge be obtained in 

sufficient time to permit the commander o f the alerted 

organization to arrange h is defenses to best re pulse the 

imminent attack. Stil l another facto r required considera

tion- the physical well -being of the pe rsonnel and con

servation of energy and machine . In this regard, it w as 

deemed mandatory that th e identi ficat ion devices not 

only detect the intruder but immed iately identify same 

as friendly or foe. Obviously, when an int ruder was 

identified as an e nemy, elaborate preparat ions were re

quired to prepare for battle. If the in truder was iden

tified as friendly, these e laborate prep aration s were 

unnecessary and both men and machines could be 

spared for rest and repa ir. 
In the early days of the late World W ar II, all of the 

major nations of the world were faced w ith the realiza

tion that some method was requ ired to detect and iden-
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011 different chanueii. 
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format/oil <11 u•e/1 til g ref//e·r sec11rity. 

FIG U RE !-Operational b lock d iag ra m of t he Ma rk V 

IFF System showing the basic unit s and sig na l paths. 

ti fy as friend or foe approaching aircraft, ships, and 

o ther vehicles of war. The urgent nature of this need 

resulted in several crash programs to develop a system 

of identification which would answer the purpose. These 

systems were called IFF (Identification F riend or Foe) 

and as such they will be used throughout this and subse

quen t d iscussions on this subject. Most of us are 

fami liar, to a certa in extent, with all the IFF systems 

used, up to and including the Mark III which was in 

operation at. the conclusion of the conflict. However, in 
the latter part of 1943 a combined research organization 

consisting of top-fl ight electronics engineers from the 

U nited States, Great Britain and Canada was assembled 

at the N aval Research Laboratory in Bellevue, D .C. to 

study and develop an IFF system vastly improved over 

the then-in-use Mark III IFF system. The result of re

search and study by this group was the development 

of the Mark V IFF jUNB (United N ations Beaconry) 

System, about which this series of articles is w ritten. 

However development was not completed in time to 

utilize its services in the war. 
As a matter of background it is believed desirable to 

point out the faults and shortcomings of the Mark III 

IFF System, which the research group was attempting 

to eliminate in the development of the new IFF system. 

In this connection there · were three major reasons for 

embarking on a new IFF system: !- Improved Securi ty; 

2- Improved Performance ; and 3-Improved coord ina

ti~n with beacons. The relative importance of these fac

tors changed accord ing to the current estimate of the 

length of the war, the operational circumstances and the 

activity of the enemy countermeasures. The emphasis also 

depended on which branch of ~he services was stating 

its requirements . Boardly speakmg, when the Mark V 

JIF j UNB project was starting, the emphasis was on im

proved security of IFF and better coord ination with 

beacons. As the war progressed the emphasis shifted 

to improved performance, and Jess in terest was expressed 

in security or in beacons. 
Any identification system is liable to use or to counter

measures by the enemy. If the system comprises in ter

rogators and transponders then the enemy may employ 

an interrogato r to extend his range of radar detection 

on our un its, o r he may use the identification system in 

order to separate friends from foes in the normal way 

required in all air-sea defense operations. By instal ling 

transponders the enemy may seek to deceive our units. 

Mark III 1 fF employed a common transmi tting and re

ceiving frequency. This f requency was swept continu

ously over a f requency band which was fixed by the de

sign of the transponder and which could be d iscovered 

easily by the inspection of captured or crashed equip

ment. The interrogation of Mark III IFF d id not there

fore present g reat d ifficulty to the enemy especially as 

FIGURE 2 - Airborne lnterrogator-Responsor A N/ 

APX-7 Transmitter-Receiver and Switch Unit s mounted 
in Nava l aircraft. 

there were several radar eguipments, both enemy and 

fr iendly, operating close to the IFF frequency band. 

In many respects, other than security, the performance 

of the Mark III IFF was considered inadequate, and i t 

was essential that Mark V should show a substantial 

improvement in ~omparison with Mark III IFF in at 

least three respects insofar as performance was con

cerned : 1-Range and azimuth discrimination. 2-

T rafTic capacity. 3-Maximum range capabi lities. T he 

M ark II I IFF system was desig ned at a time when 

"flood light" radars were the most important search 

radars, and at a time when aircraft flew in limited num

bers rather than in the hundreds and thousands which 

appeared in the latter days of the war. T he advent of 

high frequency narrow beam radars with short pulse 

wid ths made it highly desirable to improve the range 

and azimuth d iscri mination of the IFF system. The 

traffic capacity of an IFf system can only be defined in 

relation to the associated radar system and the opera
tions involved . Some items which affect traffic cap:tcity 

are transpondor pulse width, interrogator-responsor 

beam width, display system, and the time for which an 

ind ividual transpondor must be observed in order to 
establish an identifica tion. Experience in the bomber 

raids against Europe, and later in the defense of ships 

against "saturation" attacks, showed that the traffic 

capacity of most radar systems was inadequate and that 

reporting systems of the M.E.W. type, using multiple 

PPI displays or la rge scale projection displays were 

necessary. The Mark III IFF was fundamen ta lly un

suitab le fo r application to these systems and in conse

quence pressure was applied to the Mark V IFf j UNB 

project to evolve a system suited to the new radars and 

repeaters and with a traffic capacity superior to that of 

the Mark I II I FF. T he maximum range of the Mark III 
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FIGURE 3- Airborne lnterrogator-Responsor AN/ 
APX-7 Indicator Unit and Control Box located in 
Naval aircraft. 

IFF was found to be barely adequate for some a!f 
search radars. H owever, this condition could usually 
be remedied by improvement of the equipment or of 
the antenna design. The range of the system between 
ships was considered very unsatisfactory and the M ark 
V IFF jUNB system was designed to g ive adequate ship 
to ship range. In general t11e ground and air forces 
pressed for an improvement in the traffic capacity, while 
the navies urged an improvement in the ship to ship 
and ship to air ranges. 

Sc.:veral pre·production units of the Mark V Iff sys
iem were installed on ships and aircraft of the Opera
tional De\'c.:lopment Force, U.S. Adant ic Fleet in mid
summer of 1947. Technical e\·a luation, including main 
tenance: procedures, adjustments, detailed study and in
stallation layout was started in September 1947 and 
continued throughout the overall evaluation. T actical 
and operational evaluation of the entire Mark V J UNB 
IFF system, as installed in OpDevFor ships and plane:s, 
was undertaken in a major project embracing a ll pos
sible: situations requiring the use of an IFf system. 
This c.:,·a luation continued until approx imately the first 
of Ma) 19·19 and included jo1nt Army-N,l\ y-Air ForLC 
operations in addition to the extensiYe tri,tl s conducte l 
by the: Navy alone. The reports on this operational 
<:valuation were published in four volumes covering 
specific pc.:riocls and phases of the project. A detailed 
analysis of the findings is impossible in this discussion 
due to sc.:ve ral factors, but in general, can be summed up 
as follows: The system as a whole rep resents a definite 

advance in the problem of I dentification F ricnd or Foe, 
with many innovations decidedly superior to those util 
ized in previous I FF systems. H owever, some ideas and 
~ractices were found to be unacceptable due to prohibi
tive costs, operational l imitations, and complexity of 
operation. The system, as a whole, has not been ac
cepted by the Navy or other branches of the National 
D efense Establishment up to the present time. 

These discussions on the Mark V IFF System are 
based on the technical and tactical information con
tained in the OpDevFor Evaluation Reports witl1 some 
historical and tabular da ta selected from a report by 
the Combined Research G roup of the N:~val Research 
Laboratory. 

Before launching into a detailed discuss ion on the 
Mark V IFF jUNB system let us first briefly list the 
functions desired from the system. In view of the 
limitations and capabili ties of the Mark III IFF, the 
Mark V IFF jUNB system was designed to provide: 
(~ ) Identification of aircraft and ships f rom other 
a1rcraft, ships and ground positions. (b) Azimuth, 
r~nge and identity of beacon or transponder installa
tions on g round, ships, and aircraft from both aircraft 
and surface vessels. (c ) M iscellaneous fu nctions such as 
beam approach were required from the system. These 
functions were to be conside red in the original design 
but were to be provided by subsequent development. 

From Fig ure 1 the reader can obtain a general idea 
of the course of even ts between th e time the Interro
gator-Responsor is triggered and the time the rep ly from 
the t ranspondor is received at the 1-R. As can be seen 
from this figure the inter rogations from the I-R are in 

FIGURE 4- Surface high-power lnterrogator-Responsor 
AN/ C PX-3 mounte d for operation aboa rd ship. 
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FIGURE 4a- Diagram of typical ex
ternal connections for insta llations 
using the AN/ CPX-3 lnterrogator
Responsor with a radar display but 
no interconnection assembly (Co
ordinating Equipment). 
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the form of pai red pulses (as compared to single pulses 
in the Mark III IFF system) , spaced either three, five, 
or eight microseconds. The spacing between these pairs 
of pulses determines the type or mode of interrogation 
being transmitted by the I-R. 3-microsecond spacing is 
defined as IFF interrogation, 5-microsecond spacing 
as PI (Personal Identity) , and 8-microsecond spacing 
as f LI (flight Leader Identity) . These three types of 
interrogation are called "fast coding" as opposed to 
"slow coding" which will be described presently. The 
method of generating these pulses will be discussed in 

detail later. 
PI (Pe rsonal Identity) mode is intended for fighter 

direction and can be used by a controller to select a 
particular aircraft from among several by switching the 
particular aircraft (by voice transmission) to PI and 
simultaneously switching the I-R to PI interrogation. 
When transmitting PI the 1-R would only trigger the 
aircraft transpondor set to respond to PI and hence the 
IfF responses from all other transponders operating 
on I f f would d isappear from the scope leaving the 
controller with the response from the particular aircraft 

designated to rep ly in PI. 
fLI (fl ight Leader Identity) is similar to PI in that 

a particular aircraft can be directed to reply in FLI and 
only those responses from his transpondor will appear 
on the scope while all other replies from normal I FF 

transpondors wi ll disappear. 
All interrogations are received by the transponder in 

the aircraft, ship or ground station, contingent upon the 
transponder being in reception range of the 1-R. H ow
ever, not all interrogations will cause a reply to be 

/CPX-3 

generated by the transpondor. The operational capa
bilities and limitations insofat as "fast coding" are con
cerned is considered of prime importance in assisting 
the reader to more fully understand the many ramifica
tions of the Mark V IFF j UNB system. With this in 
mind, particular emphasis will be placed on a clearcut 
complete explanation of this phase of operation. First, 
bear in mind that an I-R can interrogate in either IFF, 
PI, or FLI and, as will be seen later, under certain con
d itions in all three on a time sharing basis. However, 
for the time being, we will assume only one in terroga
tion mode in use at a time. 

Assume a transponder is adj usted to reply to IFF 
interrogations. All IFF interrogations (within recep
tion range) will be received by the transpondor and 
an IFF reply will be generated in the transponder and 
transmitted back to the J-R' (s). Next, assume a trans
pandor is adjusted to reply to PI interrogations by 
previous di rection from a certain station whid1 wishes 
to positively identify the location of that particular 
lranspondor. The transponder will respond to PI inter
rogations and at the same time continue to respond to 
all other IFF interrogations. However, as pointed out 
previously, these IFF replies will not appear on the 
scope of the station interrogating in the PI mode. Third, 
assume a transpondor is adjusted to reply to FLI interro
gations, by previous direction from a certain station 
which wishes to identify that particular transpondor. 
The transponder will respond to FLI interrogations and 
at the same time continue to respond to all IFF in terro
gations. Again, however, it is pointed out that these 
IFf replies will not appea r on the scope of the station 
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challenging in the Fll mode. There is a fourth type 
of reply which the transponder is capable of emitting, 
E.MERGENCY. The circuits of the transponder are so 
a rranged that, regardless of the mod e of interrogration, 
if the set is switched to the EMERG position it will 
respond to any in terrogation and transmit an emergency 

signal. The types of in terrogation and associated replies 
are best understood by referring to Table 1. 

of challenge, the transponder will generate a reply and 
transmit same. However, the rep ly' transmitted by the 
transponder will be d ifferent under different types of 
interrogation. A reply to an IFF mode challenge is a 
1-microsecond pulse which can be keyed to 2.5 micro
seconds by means of a mechanical keying system to be 
discussed in detail later. This process of widening and 
narrowing the pulse provides the means for sending 
morse code letters which serve as additional identifica
cation of the transponders location , be it in an a ircraft, 

After receipt of the i nterrogation, p rovided adjust
ments are correctly made to reply to that particular mode 
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Responsor with a n interconnection 
assembly (Coordinating Equipment). 
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TABLE 

I SETIING ON APX-6 AIRBO!ti~E TRANSPON DER 

IFF IFF & IFF & IFF& 
PI FLI PI & El\IERGENCl 

FLI 

w 
REPLY EXPECTED 0 

0 
~ 

IFF IFF IFF IFF IFF Emergency z 
0 reply reply reply reply reply _ 

f:: ----- - ------- ----- ---
< PI No PI No PI Emergency () 
0 reply reply rep I)' rep I)' reply 
r:=:: 
r:=:: ----- -------------
w 

FLI No N o FLl FU Emergenq• I-
~ reply repl)• reply reply reply 

a ship, or at a ground station. The coding cycle permits 
transmitting a series of three letters, which of course 
wi ll be subject to change from hour· to.hour, day-to-day, 
or other periods as set up by the tactical doctrine. A 
rep ly to a PI challenge is a pair of. 1-microsecond pulses 
spaced eight microseconds apart. These two pulses can 
be keyed to 2.5 microseconds in width to facilitate morse 
code reply. As pointed out p reviously only the I-R' (s) 
chall enging in the PI mode will receive the replies from 
the transponder in the PI mode. A reply to an FLI chal
lenge is a pulse 1-microsecond in width which can be 
keyed to 2.5 microseconds for code purposes. 'this reply 
is identical in d1aracteristics to that of the IFF reply, 
however, the I .R challenging in the FLI mode will see 
only the reply from the FLI challenge. The Emergency 
rep ly, which can be generated in response to any chal
lenge mode, consists of fou r 1·microsecond pulses con
tinuously present on the ' "A" scope but with a fifth 
!-microsecond pulse keyed on and off to transmit morse 
code characteristi cs. The spacing between the pulses in 
the Emergency reply is the same as for PI- S micro· 

FIGURE 5-Surface medium-power lriterrogator-Re
sponsor AN/ CPX-4 mounted in 5-inch gun director 
for operation with the fi re control radar system. 

FIGURE · 6-The Airborne Transpondor AN/APX-6 
located in Naval aircraft. 

seconds. This pulse keying in the form of Morse code 
is referred to as "slow coding." 

The above "slow code" dissertation concerns the 
airborne transponder, the APX-6. The surface trans
ponder, SPX- 2, is slightly different in the type of replies 
it emi ts to the va rious challenges. All replies from the 
SPX- 2 are single pulses which can be keyed from narrow 
to wide (1 to 2.5 microseconds ) to transmit Morse 
Code. There are no facil ities for transmi tting an 
Emergency reply from the SPX- 2. Also all coded 
rep! ies consist of four letters rather than three as in the 
APX- 6. 

As compared to the Mark III IFF system which util
ized a common frequency in a ve ry li mited band for 
both reception and t ransmission, the M ark V IFF j UNB 
is vastly improved. Both the I-R and transponder have 

twelve preset, automatically or manual ly tuned, fre
quency channels covering a tota l of approximate ly 200 

Me in an entirely different portion of the f requency 

spectrum than was the Mark III IFF. This twelve 
channel feature pe rmi ts the use of different channels 
for t ransmission and reception, viz- the I-R will trans
mi t and the transponde r will receive on one channel 
while the transponder will t ransmi t and the 1-R wil l re-
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FIGURE 7-Surface Transponder AN/ SPX- 2 (lower) 
mounted in rack with AN/ CPX-4 on board ship. 

ceive on an entirely different frequency. This frequency 
select ivity plus the number of _channels available greatly 
increases the flexibility of the system. 

The complete M ark V IFF j UNB system is comprised 
of a large number of units, some conventional, others 
of a radically different nature. By virtue of the original 
design planning and projected application of the system, 
many units were required which had not previously been 
utilized in any IFF system or, for that matter, in any 
N aval electronic installation. A complete listing of the 
components of the system w ill be found in Table 2 
which follows : 

Type of Equipment 

ANj APX-6 
ANj APX-7 
ANj CPX-3 

ANj CPX-4 

ANjSPX~1 

ANj SPX- 2 
ANjUPA-3 
ANjUPA-4 
ANjUPA-5 
ANj UPA-9 
ANjUPA-11 

(AS--294 & 
AS--295 
reflectors) 

ANjUPA-15 
ANjUPA- 16 
ANjUPM-4 
ANjUPM-6 
AS--133 
AS--176 
AS--177 
AS-220 

AS-250 

AS--280 

CAY-66AME 

Mark 19 
Mod 0 

PPN-8 
TS-370 
TS--371 
TS--372 
TS--373 
TS--374 

TABLE 2 

Function 

Airborne Transponder 
Airborne Interrogator-Responsor 
Surface Hig h-Power Interrogator-

Responsor 
Surface Med ium-Power In terrogator-

Responsor 
Surface Transponder 
Surface Transponder 
Surface Antenna 
Surface Antenna 
Surface Interconnection Assembly 
Surface Interconnection Assembly 

Surface Antenna 
Surface In terconnection Assembly 
Surface In terconnection Assembly 
Transportable T est Equipment 
Portable T est Equipment 
Airborne Transponder Antenna 
Surface Transponder Antenna 
Surface Transponder Antenna 
Airborne Interrogator-Responsor 

Antenna 
Surface Transponder and Beacon 

Antenna 
Airborne Interrogator-Responsor 

Antenna 
IFF Antenna Adapted For Use With 

SR-3 Radar. 

IFF Antenna Adapted For Use With 
Fire Control Radar 

Paratrooper Beacon 
Power Meter 
Frequency Standard 
Marker Frequency Standard 
SWR Meter 
Power Standard 

lnterrogator-Responsors 
The ANJAPX-7 (Figures 2 and 3) is the airborne 

interrogator-responsor and provides a means of interro-

FIGURE 8 - IFF Directional Antenna AN/ UPA-3 
mounted at op mainmast of a heavy cruiser. 

ga ting surface and airborne transponders of the M ark V 
IFF system, and displaying the responses. T he basic uni ts 
of the equipment consist of a transmitter-receiver unit, an 
indicator, a control box, any one of three antenna systems 
and such add itional accessories as are requ ired by the 
antenna selected . The transmitter-receiver unit houses 
the transmitter and receiver sections of the equipment, 

f. 

FI GURE I 0- Airborne omni-directional anienna AS-
133 mounted on underside o·f fuselage of Nav<'l l air
craft. 

together with their power supply and control circuits. 
The indicator contains a· three- inch cathode ray display 
tube, its sweep and power supply circuits, strobe generat
ing ranging circui ts, and certain control devices. The 
control box contains switches for challenge, mode selec
tion, receive and transmit frequency channels, receiver 
gain, Off-- ON and STRET CH . Signals are d isplayed 
on a modified ' 'L" type trace on the indicator. Five 
ranges are provided, 5-, 15 -, and 1 50-miles and a 

FIGURE 9 - IFF Directional Antenna AN/ UP A- l l 
mounted on upper left platform on a light a ircraft 
carrier. 

special "strobe sweep" which is started at the range of 
the strobe. (For purposes of clarity, "strobe" as used 
in this discussion is similar to the more conventional 
term " range step"). Two circuits are p rovided to 
assist in slow code reading. The fi rst, "strobe sweep" 
gives sufficient expansion of the sweep to distinguish 
between wide and narrow pulses. T he second "stretch" 
operates through an r-c circuit so that the wide pulses 
give greater amplitude deflection thus p roviding the 
second method of reading slow code. Three antenna 
systems have been designed, but only two have been 
used to any extent in the system, the AS--1 33 and the 
AS...:280. 

T he ANj CPX-3 (Figure 4 ) is a high-powered in
terrogator-responsor for surface or ground use, provid
ing a nominal pulse power of from 5 to 9 kw (depend
ing on the frequency) into a 50-ohm load. The input 
circuits are so designed that the system can accept input 
triggers in all three modes for interlaced challenging 
and simultaneous display, or it can be utilized as a 
single mode I-R by a localjremote controlled switching 
arrangement. Provisions are made for self-triggering in 
the event that the incoming synchron izing pulses are 
not avai lable. T he transmitter oscillator consists of a 
pulsed coaxial -line oscillato r employing a type 3C37 
triode in a ci rcuit similar to a Colpitts in which the 
paired interrogation pulses from the modulator furnish 
the plate voltage. The receiver is a superheterodyne, 
similar in design to current radar receiver types, consist
ing of two p reselctor cavities, local oscillator, crystal 

mixer, 60-Mc i-f amplifier strip and video amplifier 
strip. Anti- jamming features comparable to those in 
modern radar receivers are incorporated in the design 
of the receiver. A monitor jack is provided on the 
front panel which, in conjunction with a 12-position 
switch, permits moni toring wa\'eforms throughout the 
modulator and driver with the UPM-..f test equipment. 
In addit ion to th is monitor jack, a video output jack is 
provided on the front panel of the receiver for sampli ng 
the rece iver output and displaying it on the oscill oscope 
of the test eq uipment. A well designed and carefully 
calibrated r-f probe is available on the front panel for 
sampling r- f energy from the CPX ) transmitter or for 
inj ecting r-f in to the receiver for mea uring sensitivit}" 
and other features of overall operation . A detent tun ing 
mechan ism permits rapid selection of any one of the 
12 operating channels. The transmitter and rece iver 
sections can be so tuned to any channel, independen tly 
of one another. The CPX-3 operates from a 50-, 60-
or 400-cycle, 115- or 230-volt source wi th link connec
t ions avai I able to correct for a high or low voltage 
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source. Three typical installations of the ANj CPX-3 
with radar only, with in terconnecting assembly, and 
with a separate I-R display are shown in Figures 4a, 4b, 
and 4c. • 

A medium powered interrogator-responsor, the AN/ 
CPX-4 (Figure 5) is included in the system to provide 
a sui table sing le mode system for smaller installations 
where greater power and interlaced challenging are not 
required. This equipment is contained in a single 
cabinet except for th ree remote control boxes. The 
transmitter section consists of pulse generat ing circuits 
which accept triggers from the radar or interconnection 
equipment, and generate the paired pulse interrogations 
characteristic of the M ark V IFF jUNB. Spacing be
tween the pulses, corresponding to the three modes, 
is controllable from either the local or remote positions. 
The r-f pulse power output avai lable from the trans
mitter is normally between 0.5 and 1.5 kw depending 
on the frequency in use. A lighthouse type triode operat
ing in a resonant cavity is used for the generation of the 
r-f power. The receiver is of superheterodyne type, con
sisting of two r-f preselector cavities, a T -R switch 
tube, lighthouse triode local oscillator and crystal mixer, 
60-Mc i-f strip, diode detector and video amplifier 
stages. Circuits are incorporated to reduce the effects 
of jamming or other interference, and are similar to 
those used in modern radar receivers. The power supply 
section furnishes heater, bias and plate voltages for all 
of the tubes used, and a 24-volt d-e supply for relays, 
motors and control circuits. A detent tuning assembly 
allo~s rapid selection of any one of 12 receiver or 
transmitter channels from e ither remote or local posi 
tions. Three detent mechanisms control positioning of 
tuning pistons in the transmitter, preselector and re
ceiver local oscillator cavities. Two tuning motors 
drive the detent mechanisms of receiver and trans
mitter independently. The AN j CPX-4 transmitter
receiver is built on a single drawer and is housed in a 
small steel cabinet. All power, control and coaxial 
cables enter the unit from the front panel. The drawer 
slides out of the cabinet on slides similar to those used 
in filing cabi nets, and makes the interior of the unit ac
cessible for servicing. From the remote control boxes, 
the following functions can be controlled: challenge on
off, mode selection, receiver gain; frequency channel 
selection, gate, and gain t ime control (GTC). These 
remote control functions are also provided with the 
ANj CPX- 3 high powered interrogator-responsor dis
cussed in the preceding paragraphs. 

T ranspondors 

The AN I APX-6 (Figure 6) is the airborne trans
pondor which furnishes automatically the responses to 
Mark V IFF interrogations. The equipment consists of 
a transmitter-receiver unit, and two control boxes. On 

FIGURE !! - Surface transpondor omni-d irectional an
tenna AS- 177 located on forward port yardarm of a 
heavy cruiser_ 

the main control unit is the selector switch for turning 
equipment to OFF, STANDBY, LOW SENSITIVITY, NORMAL 

and EMERGENCY operation. Separate toggle switches per
mit control of PI and FLI modes. A switch for energizing 
a destructor circui t is included. A monitor jack and a pair 
of headphones makes it possible to determine if the 
equipment is replying to challenges. On the code control 
unit is a selector switch for setting the thi rd slow code 
lette r to be transmitted. O n this unit also is a channel 
selector switch, which permits changing the first and sec
ond slow code letters transmitted from one p reset combi
nation to another. With optional additional equipment 
the same control units can be used to remotely change the 
transmitter and receiver frequencies. This equipment con
sists of a motor-driven selector mechanism and a fre
quency contro l unit. The first two letters of the slo\'{ 
code can be remotely changed between two preset com
binations, but for complete selection, the t ransmitter
receiver un it must be accessible. Power for the equip
ment is supplied from the 2R-volt d-e aircraft sou rce 
and a 117-volt, 400- to 2400-cycle source. The former 
is used for relay and motor operation and the latter for 
filament and plate supplies. 

The ANj SPX-2 (Figure 7) is a medium powered 
transpondor designed for shipboard or shore-based opera
tion. Jt delivers approximately 500 watts of r-f pulse 
power over the frequency range for which designed. The 
unit wi ll trigger on the proper interrogation signals 
whose strength is 79-db below one volt or stronger. The 
SPX- 2 can be operated from a single-phase 117- or 234-
volt source at 47 to 63 cycles, or from a 380- to 550-

FIGURE 12- Airborne lnterrogator-Responsor AN/ 
APX-7 Antenna Type AS- 280 housing mounted on 
underside of winq of Nnval a ircraft_ (Antenna proper 
is enclosed in the Lucite housing). 

cycle source at 117 or 180 volts. The entire SPX-2 
consists of a main unit, a cable junction box, a keyer 
unit, a remote control unit, and a remote tuning control. 
The equipment can be operated either by means of 
front panel controls in the main unit in conjunction with 
the keyer unit, or from a remote position by means ot 
the remote tuning control , remote control box, and the 
keycr unit. In either the local or remote type of opera
tion, the settings of the four rotary swi tches on the 
front panel of the keyer un it determine the code identi
fication letters transmitted . A terminal strip is p rovided 
on the inside of the main unit for monitoring various 
voltages and waveforms. 

Ante nnas 
The ANj UPA-3 (Fig ure 8) is a directional antenna 

consisting of radiators, parabolic section reflector, a 
servo driving system, and a train control unit. The re
flector used is 2.5' by 5' and provides a horizontal 
beam width of 14 degrees and a vertical beam width of 
19.3 degrees. The servo system ut ilizes srnchro informa
tion to control a servo ampl ifier capable of rotating the 
antenna at speeds up to 20 rpm. The train control unit 
provides a means of selecting the source of servo in
format ion to control the antenna, and in the manual 
position, the operator may control rotation by hand. 

T he ANj UPA- 11 ( Figure 9) is a d irectional antenna 
primarily desig ned for field use, and is provided wi th 
a mast and g uy wires. It consists of the following 
major uni ts : 1- AS-294 or AS-295 Antenna Array. 
2-AB- 124 Antenna Pedestal. 3-AM- 190 Servo Am
plifier. 4-C- 399 Train Control Unit. The array uses 
slot type radiators mounted in a corner reflector, and has 
a horizonta l beam width of 7 degrees. The antenna 
array may be mounted on and rotated with a radar an
tenna. It may also be mounted as a free swinging 

antenna since a complete antenna control system is pro
vided. The servo system is unique, in that the driving 
power is obtained from the a-c line through synduonous 
relays. Relay operation is controlled by vacuum· tubes 
from a phasing network. 

The AS-133 (Figure 10) is an omni-directional an
tenna designed for use with the airborne transpondor 
(ANj APX-6) and consists of a 6at, diamond-shaped 
plate (broad banq dipole) enclosed in a streamlined 
Lucitc housing. The housing is secured to an elliptical 
bezel which supports a matching section and probe 
assemblies. 

The AS-177 (Figure 11) is an omni-directional array 
consisting of broadband dipoles stacked two high and 
mounted in a Lucite cover housing which is secured to 
a metal ·base. This antenna is designed for use with 
the shipboard transpondor (ANj SPX-2). The antenna 
housing is -cylindrical in shape and presents very little 
wind resistance. 

The AS-280 (Figu_re 12) is a fixed airborne antenna 
system for use with-a-irborne interrogator-responsors. Its 
principal components are a type AS-260 .fi.xed port 
antenna, a type AS-261 fixed starboard antenna, an 
SA-70 switch unit, and a PU- 152 inverter. The two 
fixed antennas contain a pair of rad iators backed up 
with two reflectors housed in a streamlined radome. The 
horizontal radiation lobe from the starboard antenna is 
displaced approximately 40 degrees to starboard of the 
aircraffs course. The port lobe is displaced a similar 
amount to port. The two arc fed alternately by action 
o f the swi tch unit, and the amplitude of the responses 
obtained are compared on the "L" trace of the indicator. 
By changing the course of the aircraft until the responses 
are equal in amplitude, the direction of the responding 
signal may be determined. The PU- 152 inverter sup
plies alternating current for the operation of the motor 
in the switch unit. 

Another airborne antenna the AS-220 was also de
signed for use with airborne interrogator-responsors. 
The AS-220 employed two directional radiating e le
ments coupled to a capacity switch to form a lobe 
switching system. This antenna could be rotated by re
mote con trol to give di rection nnding facil ities off the 
line of flight. I t was primarily intended for install ation 
on large aircraft which could afford to carry the weight 
:m el which could provide a suitable mounting site. The 
AS-280 was in tended for use on aircraft wh ich could not 
afford the weight or perhaps the drag of the AS-220, 
and on aircraft on which a suitable mounting position 
could not be found, or wherever the facili ty of taking 
bearings off the line of flight did not justify the AS-220. 

Two special antennas were designed to operate with 
Mark V IFF j UNB equipment in conjunction with cur
rent radars. One was a type CAY - 66AME which was 
adapted for mounting on an SR-3 rad ar antenna. I t 
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FIGURE 13-lnterconnection 
Assembly UPA-9 Synchro
nizer with front panel open 
to show the mounting a r
rangement of components on 
inner panel. 

consists of 16 h alf-wave d ipoles arranged in a vertically 
polarized array that is eigh t d ipoles wide a nd two 
dipoles high. The beam is 12 degrees w ide in the 
horizontal and 20 degrees in the vertical and has a 

gain of approximately 15 db. The other is a M ark 19 

Mod 0 antenna which was des igned to be used with 
fire control radars . T he antenna consists of an array 
of half-wave dipoles set in a reflector approximately 

five feet long, and is mounted atop the M ark 12 (or 
its counterpart ) Fire Control Radar. For pu rposes of 
bearing d etermination lobe-switching is incorporated in 
this antenna system. 

Interconnection Assemblies 
The ANj UPA- 9 (Figures 13 and 14 ) is one of the 

interconnection assemblies provided in the Mark V 
IFF j UNB system. This unit is used to coordinate the 
operation of an in terrogator-responsor, a selected radar, 
,m associated PPI (which makes it an ANj U PA-10 ) , 
and a directional free-swing ing antenna. The purpose of 
the UP A- 9 is to provide a suitable d isplay of the re
spond or video, so that transpondor replies m,1y be ob
served, located with respect to range and bea ring, and 
identified by their slow coding. Two indi vidual units 
comprise this interconnection assembly: 1- the Syn
chronizer (Driver ) which contains the audio decoding 
and azimuth gating circuits as we ll as video channels; 
2- the Indicator Unit, which contains the trigger chan
nels, sweep and ranging circuits, and al l the operating 

controls. 
Two different presentations of the video replies are 

available in this installation, the associated PPI display, 

FIGURE 14-lnte rconnection Assembly UPA- 9 Indi
cator with associated VJ repeater located in C IC of 
a lig ht a ircraft carrier. UPA- 9 indicator is on right. 
Control boxes above are units of the Ma rk V IFF 
System. 

and the ' 'A" scope display on the U PA- 9 Indicator it 

self. The d isplay on the PPI can be eithe r radar video, 
I-R video, or both . Selection of display is controlled by 
a switch on the I ndicator Unit of the U PA-9. The "A" 
scope display consists of two sweeps, one above the 
other. The upper sweep d isplays the radar video and FIGURE 16-lnterconnection Assembly UPA-1 6 

mounted aga inst bulkhead in a destroyer insta llation. 

FIGURE IS-Mixer Assembly and Relay Assembly 
{middle and right respect ively) of the Interconnection 
Assembly AN/ UPA-15 located aboard a heavy c ruiser. 
Units at extreme left with ca bles protruding are ad
ditional units used with this particular Mark V IFF 
installation. 

the strobe (range step) generated in the UP A-9, while 
the lower sweep displays the I-R video and the strobe. 
The strobe is variable in range over the entire sweep 
by a strobe range crank. 1l1ere are five different sweep 
ranges avai lable on the "A" scope, 20-, 40-, 80-, and 
200-mile plus an expanded sweep. The expanded sweep 
is approximately 5 miles in range and is started with 
the leading edge of the strobe. 

Three methods of antenna rotation are provided with 
the UPA-9; RADAR, M ANUAL and E MERGENCY. ln 
"Radar", tl1e IFF antenna (usually the UPA-3) is 
synchronized from the selected radar, and the IFF 
system becomes a slave to the radar. In "Manual" the 
IFF antenna rotation is controlled by the cursor of 
the associated PPI. In "Emergency" the IFF antenna 
is rotated by a slewing motor whose speed is controllable 
from the U PA-9 console. The "Radar" position is used 
in most general search purposes, and provides easy 
correlation between radar and IFF responses on the 
associated PPI. The "Manual" position is used when 

it is desired to searchlight a target to obtain slow code 
information. This can be further understood when the 
reader realizes that the IFF a'ntenna must be stopped 
on the target for a sufficient length of time for the 
transpondor to run through its keying sequence. This 
usual ly takes about 10 to 15 seconds, depending on the 
operators ability to read the code. When in "Manual" 
the IFF antenna is positioned on the desired target with 
the cursor on the associated VJ. An azimuth gating cir
cuit is used with the "A" scope in this position, and 
the radar signals appear· on the " A" scope only when the 
radar antenna sweeps through the same bearing as that 
on which the IFF antenna is posi tioned. In this condi
tion, IFF information is not presented on the PPI, since 
the IFF response is being continuously received and 
identified on the "A" scope. The "Emergency" position 
allows the IFF operator to operate the IFF system ·wi th
out an associated radar, and radar information is not 
disp layed on the indicators in th is method of operation. 

Con trol of the interrogator-responsor is provi ded by a 
challenge swi tch and mode selector switch on the UP A- 9 
console. T he mode selector switch has five positions, IFF, 

AIR . PI, SURF PI, FLI, and El\I ER . Jn the IFF, SURF PI, and 
FLI positions, the only changes made are in the actual 
mode of interrogation, since the same type of rep lies are 
expected in all th ree cases-a single, 1-microsecond pulse. 
ln the AIR PI posi tion the expected reply is a pair of 1-
microsecond pulses spaced eight microseconds apart, and a 
d isti nct ive PPI presentation is desired for this particu-
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FIGURE 17-Transportable test equipment AN/ UPM-
4 r:nounte d in special test rack on board a heavy 
cru1ser. 

lar reply. To faci litate this distinctive reply a decoding 

circuit is introduced in the video channel, whch is actu

ated on ly by the correct rep ly, and which p roduces a 

long output pulse (approx. 17 microseconds) when this 

reply is p resent. In the EMER position of the mode 

switch, another decoding circuit is inserted which is 

actuated only by a proper emergency reply and whid1 
produces an even longer output p ulse ( 40-50 micro

seconds) than the PI decoder. Th is emergency decoder 

circuit can also be inserted in parallel with the regular 

video channel in the other positions of the mode 

switch by turn ing the EMER-VIDEO switch to ON. An 

audio decoding circu it is provided for the purpose 

of making slow code available fo r aural presentation. 

T liis aud io decod ing occurs, however, only when the 

strobe is p laced d irectly over the replying target, so that 

range d iscrimination may be realized . A tone control 

and a volume control are provided to pe rform their 

respective functions on the aural sig nal being presented . 

The ANjUPA- 15 In terconnection Assembly (Figure 

15) was designed to provide simu ltaneous availabi lity 

of all three modes of in terrogation used in the Mark V 

IFF system. T he assembly is used in conj unction with 

the h igh-powered interrogator-responsor ( ANj CPX-3) 

to furnish a flexible, multi-control presentation, IFF 

arrangemen t. T he system utilizes the principle of 

triple time-sharing of in terrogations synch ronized with 

gating of the video stages to allow the desired rep lies 

to be presented on any one of six separate indicators. 

In some instal lations th is number may be increased to 

twelve by the use of an additional m ixer assembly. In 

operation the ANfUPA- 15 receives the radar synchro

nizing pulses, divides them into an equal number of 

IFF, PI and FLI tr iggers, and passes these triggers to 

the interrogator-responsor. T he I-R then radiates a 

burst of IFF interrogations, a burst o f PI interrogations 

and a burst of FLI interrogations in sequence. The 

number of interrogations in each burst is the same while 

the spacing of these bursts g ives a d ist inct ive chopped 

display on the PPI for a given antenna rotation rate. 

The ANjUPA- 15 consists of two major uni ts, the 

Relay Assembly and the M ixer Assembly. The Relay 

Assembly includes a Synchronizer and a V ideo Separator 

Decoder. The Mixer Assembly includes six iden tical 

mixing units and a power supp ly. In addition to these 

major units there is a control box located at each PPI 

where the IFF information is to be p resented. The 

functions of the individual units in the overall system 

are described briefly in the following paragraphs. 

The Synchronizer coordinates and times the sequence 

of events in the entire interlaced in terrogat ion system. 

It receives synchronizing pulses f rom ., the associated 

radar (either direct or through a d istribution S\vitch

board ) at the same tate at which the radar pulses a re 

transmitted. For each synchronizing pulse received, 

delayed triggers are generated in three channels for 

t r!ggering the interrogator-responsor. Simultaneously 

tn ple gates are generated which a llow the triggers to 

pass to the 1-R on one channel at a time. The total 

number of triggers supplied to the 1-R equals the num

ber of synchronizing pulses received by the Synchronize r, 

bu.t the average rate on any one channel is only one 

tlll(d of this input pulse ra te. Thus the I -R receives 

a g roup of triggers, at the input synch ronizing pulst: 

rate, on the IFF channel, followed by an equal n umber 

on the PI chan nel, and then the same number on the 

FLI channel. The number of consecutive triggers on 

each channel is controlled by the coun td own ratio of 

the Synch ronizer, which can be ad justed to allow fi ve 

countdown ratios, from 1:2 to 1 :32, the actua l number 

of pulses being determined by the input p ulse rate of 

the radar. In addi tion to triple gates controlling the I-R 

tnggers, the Synchronizer supp lies negati ve trip le gates 

of equal length to the Video Separator D ecoder. 

T he Video Separator D ecoder receives the video re

p lies to the interrogation challenges from the I-R and 

separates them into four output channe ls ( I FF, PI, FLl 

and EMER) so that they may be displayed separately. 

As the replies a re received from the I -R they are im

pressed on the grids of a ll video input stages but only 

one of these stages will be activated at any instant by 
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virtue of a negative gate from the Synchronizer. These 

negative g ates are synch ronized with the triggers to the 

I-R and the replies f rom the I-R. For example, when 

I FF replies a re being received , the IFF video input stage 

will be allowed to pass signals and the PI and FLI 

channels will be cut off. If EMER video is received the 

circuits are so arranged that these signals are allowed 

to pass th roug h the emergencr video circuit regardless 

of the mode of interrogation and the corresponding 

negative gate. In addition to the normal gating and 

video functions, the Video Separator D ecoder has fa

cilities for decoding PI and EMER video replies with 

the resul t that they a re d isplayed along video blocks 

on the PPI. The length of this block for PI replies is 

approximately 17 microseconds and for EMER replies 

approximately 40 microseconds. 

T he Mixer Assembly consists of six identical mixing 

units, referred to as D IU (D isplay Interconnection 

Unit) Mixers. O ne o f these mixers is used for each 

PPI p resentation. The separated videos from the V ideo 

Separator D ecoder are fed to ind ividual switch ing tubes 

in the m ixers and replies to the desired modes are al

lowed to pass throug h to the output where they are 

combined in a common output circuit and carried by 

coaxial cable to the associated PPI. 

The M aster Control Box is located at the console of 

the associated radar. This box provides for selection 

of mode, common video gain control of all modes c;;x

cept EMER, individual video gain control of EMER, 

delay between radar pu lse an.d I-R challenge pulses, 

chop rate, decoded or mixed PI, radar video OFF-ON, 

and EMER video OFF-ON. A challenge mon itor fea 

ture is available so the operator may observe what modes 

of inter rogation are being used by other operators at 

remote stations which a re a part of the interlaced sys

tem. Each Remote Control Box provides all the above

listed functions wi th the exception of the delay control, 

d10p rate con tro l, and the decoded or mixed PI control. 

The ANj U PA- 16 (f-igure 16) is a small inter

connection assembly des ig ned for use in the Mark V 

I FF System. The equipment acts as an intermed iary 

between the parent radar and the I-R, and between the 

I-R and the display devices. It in terprets the replies from 

the transponder (s) and presents th is information in 

a form suitable for visual or aural readability. Switcl' 

ing devices are incorporated, so that operators may 

select the type of information desired for d isplay at 

FIGURE I 8- ldeal ized waveforms showing IFF, FLI , or 
Surface PI reply d isplays on various types of scope 
presentations. 

remote pos1t10ns. T he interconnection assembly con

sists of four major units and three types of control 

boxes. The major units are the SN-28 Coordinator, 

KY-12 Aud io D ecoder, KY-1 3 V ideo D ecoder, and 

the SA-67 Video Switching Unit. Control boxes are 

C-249 Challenge Contro l Box, C-248 Audio D ecoder 

Control Box and the ID-143 Remote Indicator Con trol 

Box. The fi rst two are operated by the operator at the 

parent rada r, and the latter at the remote indicators. 

T he Coordinator receives synchronizing pulses f rom 

the associated radar and generates delayed triggers for 

the in terrogater-responsor. T hese triggers may be pe

riodically interrupted in the unit to present a chopped 

display on the associated indicators. The Coordinator 

also conta ins the video circuits for mix ing signals, fu r

nishi ng IFF video, radar video, and mixed IFF and 

radar video outputs to other uni ts of the system. 

The Audio D ecoder Unit provides a means of decod

ing the slow code information contained in the IFF 

responses and presenting it as a morse code audio signal. 

It contains a range circuit generating a strobe ( range 

step) , whid1 when positioned in range on an IFF reply, 

gates the audio ci rcuits so that only the selected response 

operates the audio oscillator. The strobe signal is sent 

to . other uni ts of the interconnection assembly where, 

mixed with the incoming reply, it may be displayed to 

assist in selection of the desired response for audio 

decodi ng. A " f ru it Ki ller" circuit is incorporated to 

prevent unsynchronized responses and noise f rom key

ing the audio oscillator. ··Fruit" as used herein embraces 

unwanted signals, noise, and other interference which 

would distort the presentation.· 

T he Video Decoder decodes PI and EMER mul tiple 

responses ana from them generates a wide synthetic 

pulse output for distinctive displays of these signals. 

The decoded and undecoded outputs may be mixed be

fore delivery to other units of the system. 

T he Video Switching Unit is used for controlling 

the d isplay at as many as three remote PPJ's. T his unit 

permits operators al the remote points to select radar 

only, J f F only, or mixed radar and JFF signals for 

display on their unit, without in terference to other 

display units in the system. H owever, mode selection 

and challenge cont rol are provided for only one opera

tor, normally the operator at the radar console. Indi

cator lamps on the Remote Ind icator Control boxes show 

when the system is challenging and the mode selected 

for that challenge. 

Test Equipment 
T he ANfUPM-4 (Figure 17) is a transportable test 

equ ipment designed for use in checking power output, 
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receiver sensitivity, pulse width, pulse spacing and repe
tition, frequency measurements and many other checks 
on units of the Mark V IFF jUNB System. It is an in
valuable aid in servicing all components of the system, 
including transpondors, I-R's, interconnection assemblies 
and display devices. The UPM-4 is normally bench
mounted and is primarily considered a shop instrument 
although it has been used_.as a portable equipment under 
conditions where other test equipment would not suffice. 
The equipment includes an Oscilloscope Unit, R-F Test 
Unit, Power Supply Unit and an Accessories Case. The 
latter is a metal case containing necessary cables, con
nectors, probes, clips and other paraphenalia used in· 
operation of the unit. The Oscilloscope Unit and R-F 
Test Unit are contained in one cabinet. The Power 
Supply Unit is in a separate cabinet but is usually 
fastened to the bottom of the R-F Test Unit to form 
a single unit. 

The Oscilloscope Unit contains a 3-inch cathode-ray 
tube, a high voltage power supply, and those electronic 
circuits necessary for generation of synchronizing, sweep 
and deflection voltages. Five sweep ranges of 3-, 12-, 
50-, 500-, and 2600-microsecond duration are avail
able. A range mark circuit provides an accurate method 
of calibrating sweeps or measuring pulse duration or 
spacing. The unit can be operated from an external 
synchronizing source, or may be internally synchronized, 
generating either delayed or undelayed triggers, for use 
within the unit, or for synchronizing external components 
of the Mark V IFF System. 

The R-F Test Unit contains all necessary circuits for 
producing simulated pulses which will correspond in 
duration and separation to those which occur in all 
modes used in the Mark V IFF jUNB System. Also in
cluded in this unit is a ·wavemeter, signal generator, 
video calibration circuit, and calibrated attenuation net
work. These components are utilized when the UPM-4 
is being used to measure frequencies, power output, 
receiver sensitivity, GTC (gain time control), and 
numerous other applications. Pulse repetition frequencies 
up to 5000-pps are indicated on a meter operated from 
a pulse counting circuit. 

The Power Supply Unit contains control and power 
supply circuits, furnishing all power necessary for 
operation of the equipment, except voltages for the 
cathode-ray tube of the Oscilloscope Unit. The power 
supply operates from single-phase, 117-volt, 50-60 
cycle ac, and a tapped transformer allows compensation 
for low or high line voltage. 

The ANjUPM-6 is a portable test equipment de
signed principally to perform "Go" and "No Go" field 
tests and rough accuracy checks on the operating equip
ments of the Mark V IFF System, particularly the air
borne components. The equipment does not include an 
oscilloscope, therefore most indications are· displayed on 

"A" SCOPE "B" SCOPE PPI"SCOPE 

A--aadar and Alret"ah PI Raply DbpiDyl 

"A"SCOPE "B" SCOPE 'PPI" SCOPE 

ll--lladar and Decoded Aircraft PI Reply Dhplaya 

C-"PPJ .. Scopo Dbplays Showing tho Uso of Aircraft PI Opcrallon 
for Personal Identification IAircraft .. A"J 

FIGURE 19-Airborne Transpondor (AN/APX-6) PI 
replies under varying conditions and on different types 
of scopes. 

a peak-reading voltmeter. Slow code is read on a flash
ing neon lamp. The unit can be used to perform all 
tests that can be performed by the larger ANjUPM-4 
with the exception of time base measurements, which 
require an oscilloscope for accurate presentation. This 
test equipment is self-contained except for accessories, 
which are included in a separate accessories case. It will 
operate from an a-c source of 115 volts, 47 to 2400 
cycles, or from a d-e source of 20 to 30 volts. When 
operating from the d-e source an Inverter, Type PU-
1120/U is provided. 

Systems 
The preceding pages have been devoted to an outline 

of the reasons for the development of the Mark V IFF 
System and provided a general description of the com
ponents involved in the system. However, there are 
other points of interest in connection with the use of 
these units. It is believed the reader will have, by this 
time, become aware of the possibilities of multiple com
binations of 1-R's, interconnection assemblies, antennas, 
and radar equipments which are available for different 
types of installations. In general, it can be said that any 
of the 1-R's (shipboard) can be connected with any of 
the interconnection assemblies and an associated radar 
to form an IFF system. There is one exception to this 
rule, only the ANjCPX-3 I-R can be used with the 
AN jUP A-15 Interconnection Assembly wh:·n inter-

FIGURE 20-PPI display showing ~he u~e of FLI mode 
operation for Flight Leader ldenhficat1on. 

laced challenging facilities are desired, since the ~/
CPX-4 does not have facilities for three-channel tngger 
input. . . 

To offer additional clarification it is believed destra?le 
to outline to the reader just what types of presentation 
he may expect to see on the various typ_es of scopes 
utilized with the Mark V IFF System. Fust, the pre
sentation on the conventional range sweep is a single 

Pulse a pair of pulses spaced eight microseconds apar~, 
' · d · h a fifth or four pulses spaced eight mtcrosecon s wtt 

keyed on and off in Morse. code combinations. The 
single pulse represents an IFF or FLI response with the 
width varied from 1 to 2.5 microseconds for Morse 
code combinations. The pair of pulses represent~ PI 
responses with the widths varied from 1 to 2.5 mtcro
seconds for Morse code combinations. 

. PPI t of scope is radically The presentation on a ype 
different from that on a conventional_ range sweep. It 

h e from the trans-must be remembered that t e respons 
pandor will always be delayed in respect to the radar 
echo. This delay is variable (with operator control) 
from approximately 500 yards to 4000 yards .. The 
amount of delay depends 0n the sweep length m use 
and the amount of correlation desired between the radar 
echo and the IFF response. 

· ·u ppear A response to an IFF or FLI interrogatiOn Wt .a 
. . b k ) · diately behmd the as an arc (penodJCally ro en tmme . 

radar echo of the object carrying the transponder. Thts 
arc will be greater in azimuth than the radar echo and 
. h cribed horizontal IS usually roughly equal to t e pres 
beam width of the antenna in use. Other factors enter 
into the picture which affect the width of the arc, but 
they will be explained in detail later. The spaci~g be
tween the broken segments of the arc can be adjusted 
to suit the individual operator or condition. 

A response to a PI interrogation will normally be a 
double. arc (periodically broken) with approximately 
1300 yards spacing between the two, immediately be
hind the radar echo of the object carrying the trans
pandor. The arc width is determined by the same 
factors as discussed in the preceding paragraph. How
ever, there are additional presentations which can be 
obtained by operator controls. The first is a prese_nta
tion of straight ( undecoded )· and decoded PI miXed 
on the scope. This presentation is the same as the 
normal PI response except that the second arc wi_ll no 
longer be a series of !-microsecond pulses but wtll ~e 
a series of pulses approximately 17 microseconds. m 
duration. The second is similar to the mixed verston 
mentioned immediately above except that the arc of 
!-microsecond pulses is eliminated and only the arc 
of 17 -microsecond' pulses is visible. 

An EMER response will appear on the PPI in one 
of two forms, undecoded or decoded. Undecoded 
EMER replies will be in the form of four !-microsecond 
pulse arcs, spaced 1300 yards_ apart and with the ~rst 
of the series immediately behmd the radar echo of the 
object in which the transponder is located. Again the 
arc width is determined as described previously. De
coded EMER replies are in the form of two (sometimes 
three) 1-microsecon4 pulse arcs followed by an arc 
of approximately 40-microsecond pulses. 

As an aid in identifying the various responses and 
combinations of responses possible in the Mark V IFF 
system,· the readers attention is invited to the sk~tches 
shown in Figures 18, 19, 20, and 21. These are tdeal
ized presentations and the actual presentations on the 
various scopes will obviously not be as clear cut as 
shown in the sketches. 

"B"SCOPE 

A-adar and Emorgoncr Roply Dlsplar• 

•A• SCOPE ·a·scoPE "p Pt SCOPE 

11-aador and Oocodad Emorgoncy Reply Displays 

FIGURE 21 -Airborne Transpondor (AN/ APX-6) 
EMER replies as viewed on different types of scopes. 
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RADAR ·PROPAGA.TION 

THROUGH MUZZLE GASES 

\'<lith the advent of gun fire control systems such as 
Gun Fire Control System Mark 63 and the forthcoming 
Guna r system in which the radar reflector is mounted on 
the gun or gun platform, an important problem was 
brought to light which necessitated investigation by the 

Bureau of Ordnance. D uring gun fire, attenuation of 

the radar signal was experienced when the radar 

reflector was pointed in such a direction with respect 

to the gun that the electromagnetic energy passed 

throug h the envelope of muzzle gases in front of the 
gun barrels. 

The effect was first noted during Operarional De

velopment Force tests on the experimental Gunar con
trolling a 5" / 38 mount when it was found that the 

radar echo was highly attenuated for a short period 

after each round. The attenuation was indicated by re

duction of the pip on the A-scope, although no loss of 

target or deterioration of automatic tracking was ex

perienced . I t was believed that the attenuation effect 

might be present also in smaller weapons and might be 

expected to be maximum in the Gunar system whe re an 

almost continuous <>as medium would exist in front of b 

the radar reflector due to the rapid rate of fire of the 

3" / 50 twin. 

To resolve these problems and to ascertain whether 

or not the attenuation is of such an order and duration 

as to affect an automatic tracking system, tests were con

ducted at the Naval Proving Ground, D ahlg ren, uti liz

ing a 3" j 50 Twin M ount Mark 27 and Radar Equip

ment Mark 34 Mod 6. With a ma rg inal signal, radar 
energy was propagated th rough the envelope of muzzl e 
gases at different angles to the line o f fi re. While 

particular attention was directed to the measurement of 

the attenuation of the radar signal, the possibility of 
bending of the radar beam as it passed th rough th e 
muzzle gases was not overlooked . 

The results of these tests at D ahlgren shou ld be of 
interest to etleryone connected with ordnance and fire 

control. Using SPDN (non-flash less ) amm unition, a 

26-db one-way attenuation of the radar signal was 

experienced which lasted for 0.1 second. In other words, 

the radar was completely blanked for that length of 
time, indicated by a transient disappearance of the 
target pip from the A-scope. With SPCG (flash less ) 

ammunition , the one-way attenuation was only 3-db and 

there was no evidence of blankin g on the radar indicator. 

Bending of the radar beam was not discerned in either 
case. These resul ts indicate r:lther obviously that the 

flame in the gun blast is the attenuating agent and that 
the muzzle gases provide on ly moderate d iminution of 

the signal. 

The net results further indicate that operation of the 

on-mount fi re control systems will not 'be seriously 

affected by this cond ition . In the Gun Fire Control 

System Mark 63, the momentary d isappearance of the 

tracking spot caused by these effects is not expected to 

affect manual tracking; and in automatic tracking sys

tems such as Gunar, there is believed to be sufficient 
integration in the tracking circuits to overcome transient 

blanking of signal at each round of gun fire. H owever, 

in Operational D evelopment Force evaluation tests on 

the 3" / 50 Gunar system, both SPDN and SPCG types 

of ammun ition will be used to check furth er the abili ty 

of the system to track automatically w ith transient at
tenuation of the radar signal while fi ring.-B11fletin of 
0 rdnance l 11j ormation. 

Through To 

Type o·f Approach October Date 

Practice Landings ... 10,935 283, 118 

Landings Under Instrument 

Conditions 323 11,136 

MARINE 
CORPS 
NOTES 

Marine Ground Control Intercept Squad ron Seven at 
th e Marine Corps Air Station, Edenton, North Carolina 

reports an unusual trouble wi th an indicator unit of a 

Model ANj TPS-18 Radio Set. 
W hile the unit was being moved, the bracket support

ing T -502 shifted and broke the base of high-voltage 
rectifie r V-521. T he trouble was unusual in that volt
age was supplied to the PPI scope during the time the 
transformer was loose and the base of V-521 was 
broken; no voltage was supplied to the A-scope d uring 
this time. However a rather heavy 400-cycle modu la
tion \Vas noted on the PPI high-voltage input. I t was 

also noted that the worm drive for deflection coil L- 503 
in this unit was not operating properly. Investi~atton 
revealed tha t the worm gear was meshing too ttghtly 
against the deflection coi l gear. T he trouble was remecl ted 
by filing out the bolt holes on the worm d rive brac~et 
and moving the worm so tha t it meshed properly wtth 

the defl ection coil gear. 

MARK 25 MOD 2 

INDICATOR PLUG 
DIFFICULTIES 

Several reports have been received of difficulty with 

indicator cables used in the Mark 25 Mod 2 equip ment. 

It has been noted in several installations that the cable 
entrance packing nuts in a number of indicator plugs 

were not p roperly secured. In some cases the packing 

nuts were tight, but lack of sufficient rubber prevented 

secure tightening on the cables. As a result, several un

fortu nate things occurred. \X'ater seeped into the plug 

causing leakage currents to flow. The strain on th e cables 

caused damage to the conductors inside the plug. A 
th ird trouble developed because castings were roug h on 

the inside and had sharp edges around which the cable 
conductors pass. Strain on a cable which was not securely 

tightened resulted in breakdown of insulation on the 

conductors at the point of contact wi th the sha rp edges 

and corners. Since an ou~ce of prevention is worth a 

pound of cure, at some time during the install ation of a 

Mark 25 Mod 2, these cables and plugs should be 
thoroug hly checked for tightness and security by pulling 

on them to determine if the clamping is adequate-

117. E. Nell'slefler. 

CORROSION OF MODEL VK REPEATER PARTS 

In October of 1948 two Model VK Rada r Repeater 
Equipments were insta lled on the USS D es t\/oines at 
Air D efense Forward and Aft. On 1 July 1949 these 
insta llations were examined by General Electric Com
p any field Engineers and it was found that salt spray, 
rain and condensation had caused considerable corro
sion of several parts. A t the time of this examination, 
the range selector wafer switches, S- 21l , and the servo 
follow-up synd u o, B-204 had already been replaced by 
ship's force si nce the orig inal insta llation, and the re-

cld · · et I rfaces placements had co rroded. In a ttton, m a su ' 
surrou ndi ng the PPI scope tube and many meta~ surfaces 
inside and outside of the repeaters showed evtdence of 
corrosion. 

The amount of corrosion was sufficient to materially 
reduce the leakage resistance, which caused arcing ~nd 
consequent fa ilure of the equipment. Considerable ttme 
was required to repair the repeaters and the corroston 
condition is liable to recur. 

Investigat ion revea led that the g rea ter percentage of 

moistu re was entering the equipment through a number 

of screw holes located on the top surface of the re

peaters surrounding the PPI scope tube. Approxima~el y 
twenty-four screws are used to fasten a metal n ng 

with a rubber gasket to the top of the VK repeaters 

surrounding the PPI scope tube, to prevent moisture 
from getting into and around the tube. In desig ning 

this equipment, however, no precautions were taken to 

prevent moisture from seeping in through these screw 

boles, or through the larger screw holes used to mount 

the range compute r and cursor drive unit assemblies. 

I t is suggested that the corrosion on these un its may 

be decreased by p lacing rubber grommets and fla t wash 

ers under each screw head insp ected, and through the 

application of a heavy coat of Glyptal, as a finish to 

aiel in sea ling the holes. 
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30 CONFIDENTIAL CONFIDENTIAL 

ELECTRONIC 
FIELD CHANGE INDEX 

FiL'ld Date of Serial Numbers Man· Source Stock Contract Clraugc Field Change Title Field of EUuipment Modifyit~g HoS~rs of Nnmbcr Instruction 
Number Clla11ge A ected Achvity Req'cl Material of Kit Bulletin Numbc,. 

---- ---

TCS-15 RatHo Transmitting-Receiving Eqrtipment 

1 Modification of Model TCS Relay Circuit Not applicable 

2 Modification of Tap Switches Jan. '46 All SF 2 Stock None CEMB None 

3 Modification of the Loading Coil Jan. '46 All SF 1 Stock None CEMB None 

4 Replacement of Motors and Generators Not applicable 

5 Installation of Power Supply Filter Cancelled-Superseded by Field Change No. 9 
(11)-53173 and CJlD-53174 

6 Type -50159 Noise Limiter Adapter Units Jan. '46 All YF 2 Kit NavShips NXsr-42133 
900,005- NXsr-48301 
IB & NXsr-65286 

I 
I 

CEMB 

7 Installation of TCS Noise Limiter Cancelled 

8 Replacement of Resistors R-303 and R-304 Jan. '46 All SF 1 Stock None CEMB None 

9 Installation of Radio Interference Elimination Jan. '46 All SF 3 Kit N5ar-799 
Kit 

TCS-16 Radio Trat1Sinitli,zg-Receiz,ing Equipment 

1 Modification of Model TCS Relay Circuit Not applicable 

2 Modification of Tap Switches Jan. '46 All SF 2 Stock CEMB None 

3 Modification of the Loading Coil Jan. '46. All SF 1 Stock CEMB None 

4 Replacement of Motors and Generators Not applicable 

5 Installation of Power Supply Filter Cancelled-Superseded by Field Change No. 9 
C11D-53173 and C11}-53174 I I II I -

-~----- ----

6 Type -50159 Noise Limiter Adapter Units I Jan. '46 II All I I 2 II Kit I I NavShips ., NXsr-42133 
900,005- NXsr-48301 
IB & NXsr-65286 
CEMB 

I I II I I 
7 Installation of TCS Noise Limiter Cancelled 

8 Replacement of Resistors R-303 and R-304 Jan. '46 All 

I 
SF 

I 
1 II Stock 

I 
None I CEMB I None 

9 Installation of Radio Interference Elimination Jan. '46 All 3 Kit N5ar-799 
Kit 

TCZ Radio Transmilling Eqttipmmt 

Replacement of 28-volt Generator Brushes I Jan. '46 II All with type 211101 
I 

SF I Y2 II Kits & I I CEMB I NXs-491 
AC Power Units Stock NXsr-59134 

NXsr-59134 

2 Removing of Audio Input Ground of Type 
I 

Jan. '46 II All used with stand- SF I Y2 II Stock I None I CEMB I None 
COL-23410 Remote Control Unit ard Navy receivers, 

such as RBA, RBB 
& RBC 

I II 
TCU-1 Radio Transmitting Eq11ipment 

Replacement of 28-volt Generator Brushes I Jan. '46 II All I SF I Y2 II Kits & I I CEMB I NXs-491 
Stock NXsr-59134 

NXsr-65387 

2 Removing of Audio Input Ground of Type 
I 

Jan. '46 II All used with stand- I SF 
COL-23410 Remote Control Unit ard Navy receivers, 

I Y2 II Stock I None I CEMB I None 

such as RBA, RBB 
& RBC 

I II 
TCU-2 Radio Transmitting Equipment 

Replacement of 28-volt Generator Brushes Not applicable 

2 Removing of Audio Input Ground of Type All used with stand- I SF I Y2 II Stock I None I CEMB I None 
COL-23410 Remote Control Unit ard Navy receivers, 

such as RBA, RBB 
& RBC 

I II 
TDE Radio Transmitting Eq11ipment 

1 Microphone Modification IGt I Jan. '46 II 1 thru 256 
I 

YF 
I 

2 II Kit I None I Kit& I NXs-3179 
393 thru 441 CEMB 
448 thru 611 
613 thru 880 
993 thru 1124 

1183 thru 1248 
1250 
1293 thru 1471 
1475 

2 Installation of Filament Warm-Up Circuit 

I 
Jan. '46 II All I YF l 3 II Stock I None I CEMB I No11c 

IE lVI!N301:!NO::> lVI1N3GI:INO::> 
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ELECTRONICS OFFICERS ' • 
LCDK FORWARD 

-WELL 50 
DO 'IOU 
ELECTRON? 

TO THE 
DO THE 

E .T. 1S - Wl-tE.TI--tER 

OR NOT LET THE 
LCOK SEE 
IT UP. 

BE:.I="ORE 

ITS 
I 

E:T.S 
'IOU 

CON Ft DENT! A L 

HAVE A 
LOCK 

DISTRIBUTION: BuSHIPS ELECTRON is sent to a ll act ivi ties concerned w ith the instal lation, operation, mai ntenance, and 
supp.I)' of e lectronic equipment. The quantit)' p rovided any activity is intended to permit convenient distribu tion- it is 
no t intended to supply each reader with a personal copy. To this end, it is urged that new issues be passed along 
quick ly. Copies may then be filed in a convenient location w here interested personnel can read them more carefully. I f 
the q uanti ty suppl ied is not co rrect ( eithe r too few or too many) pl ease advise the Bureau promptly. 

CONTRIBUTIONS : Cont ributions to this magazine arc always welcome. All ma teria l shoul d be add ressed to 

Bureau of Ships (Code 993-b) 
The Editor BuShips Electron 
Navy Department 
Washington 25, D . C. 

a nd fo rwarded vta the commanding office r . \XIhen eve r possible articles should be accompani ed by a ppropria te sketches, 
diag rams, or pho tographs. 

CONFIDENTIAL: Certai n issues of B uSI-I tPS ELECTRON arc classified confiden tia l tn order that info rmation on a ll t)•p l:S 
o f equipment mal' be included. The mate rial published in any one issue mal' or ma)' no t be classi fi ed . howe ve r. Eac h 
page of the magazine is ma rked to show the cl assifi cation o f the materia l printed on that page. The issue is assigned 
the h ighest classification of the ma teria l included. Classified mate rial should be shown onl y to concerned pe rsonne l as 
provided m U. S. N avy Regulations. Don ' t forget, ma n)• enlisted men are ro11remed with the contents of this magazinc . 

BuSHtPS E LECTRON contains information a ffect ing the national defense of the U nited States w ithi n the meaning of thc 
Espionage Act (U.E.C. 50 ; 3 t- 42) as amended. 
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THOSE of us in the military service of our country have come to 
look upon ELECTRONICS primarily as a weapon, either offensive 

or defensive, to be used against any aggressor. However, we should 
not overlook the tremendous achievements made in other fi elds such 
as medicine, astronomy, nuclear physics, ma nufacturing, etc., directly 
attributable to the application of electronic principles and equipment. 
In the field of medicine such apparatus as the X-ray, Diathermy ma
chines, etc. have been used to ease the suffering of mankind and for
ward the cause of medical research. Likewise in other fields, electronic 
equipments have been employed to replace manual labor and lessen 
mental strain, solving intricate problems in only a fraction of the time 
previously required when accomplished by outmoded methods. TO 
ELECTRONICS WE OWE THE GREATEST ADVANCEMENTS IN 
THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD. 


